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ABSTRACT. 
A t t i t u d e s of Secondary School Ch i ld ren to 
Science, w i t h spec i a l re fe rence to D i f f e r e n c e s 
i n Sex, Age, A b i l i t y and Type of O-Level Course. 
Douglas P. Newton 
M.Ed. Thesis 
October 1974 
Related work was reviewed and f i t t e d i n t o a general scheme. 
A Thurstone a t t i t u d e scale was cons t ruc ted i n a s p l i t - h a l f 
fo rm (19+19) to t e s t a t t i t u d e s to school science and science 
i n genera l . Another, based on t h i s , was cons t ruc ted t o t e s t 
a t t i t u d e s to school physics and physics i n genera l . R e l i a b i l i t i e s 
o f both scales were 0.80 or more. 
The sample was 1 066 p u p i l s aged 11+ years to 15+ years i n 
grammar and modern schools . 
This sample was found to be s i g n i f i c a n t l y favourab le to 
science and the grammar school sample was more favourab le than 
the modern school sample. The younger p u p i l s were more 
favourab le i n a t t i t u d e than o lder p u p i l s and boys were more 
favourab le to science than g i r l s . The samples were matched f o r 
p r o p o r t i o n s o f each sex. 
Using the a t t i t u d e to physics sca le , 117 f o u r t h - y e a r p u p i l s 
o f f o u r grammar schools which taught physics according to the 
N u f f i e l d Foundation Scheme were compared w i t h 117 f o u r t h - y e a r 
p u p i l s f rom equ iva len t streams i n f o u r grammar schools which 
taught physics i n a convent iona l manner. There was no evidence 
to support the hypothesis t h a t the N u f f i e l d Scheme produced 
more favourab le a t t i t u d e s to physics than convent ional approaches. 
'1 
(Tvtl ' 
There was a l i t t l e evidence to support the view t h a t a 
convent iona l approach produced more favourable a t t i t u d e s 
to phys ics . 
Some evidence was presented to show a sma l l , s i g n i f i c a n t 
and p o s i t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n between a t t i t u d e to science and 
a t ta inment i n science. A model f o r s i m u l a t i n g responses to 
the scales was cons t ruc ted and compared favourab ly w i t h the 
r e s u l t s . 
A t t i t u d e s of Secondary School Ch i ld ren to 
Science, w i t h s p e c i a l reference to D i f f e r e n c e s 
i n Sex, Age, A b i l i t y and Type of O-Level Course. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Not long ago, Professor Schofield wrote: 
'We also need t o look much more c losely than perhaps 
-we have i n the past, at pup i l s ' perception o f the 
science we teach; We have too o f t e n thought o f the 
problems we face i n terms o f our own perception, 
o f t e n idea l i zed , o f the science we place before our 
p u p i l s . I do not wish to imply that we should teach 
simply i n terms o f our p u p i l s 1 needs, but rather 
tha t we have f a i l e d to p ro jec t ourselves i n t o the 
minds o f our pup i l s , and to imagine what school 
science i s l i k e to someone growing up i n the ex t ra -
ordinary society we have bequeathed to them; The 
necessary imaginative leap may be beyond our powers, 
but the attempt should be made 
(1) 
As Professor Schofield indica tes , an awareness o f the pup i l s 1 perception 
o f science gives a self-conscious c l a r i f i c a t i o n o f aims and objectives and a 
measure o f the success or f a i l u r e o f any pa r t i cu l a r method o f teaching.' But, 
the p u p i l ' s reactions to that subject are not always known;' At t i tudes are an 
important aspect (2) o f these reactions and perceptions I 
At the beginning o f science teaching, some attempts were made to assess 
in t e r e s t and preference i n school subjects but a f t e r tha t the f i e l d became, 
e s sen t i a l ly , one o f op in ion . Often well- informed and based on experience 
these views are valuable i n g iv ing pointers to socia l a t t i tudes and are 
h e l p f u l i n formulat ing hypotheses f o r t e s t i n g ; The most common o f these r e f l e c t 
a. 
on the sex-difference, as w i t h Caroline Bern's a r t i c l e , 'Br ing on the G i r l s ' : 
•And there i s one problem that women help to perpetuate 
themselves: our b e l i e f that we are unsuited f o r , unsk i l l ed 
a t , and unwise t o attempt t o succeed i n maths, mechanics, 
sciences, technology and engineering as we do i n language 
or l e t t e r s or commerce or cater ing T This goes back to the 
19th century world o f 'boys' subjects and ' g i r l s* sub j ec t s . 
Even more damaging was the I 9 I 7 Board o f Education 
regula t ion permi t t ing g i r l s over 15 i n grammar schools to 
subst i tute domestic science f o r maths or physics i n the 
academic course, thus spawning generations o f under-
numerate g i r l s who went i n t o teaching and back i n t o schools 
unable to make others numerate 
(3) 
As might be expected, such views were not r e s t r i c t ed to B r i t a i n , f o r t h i r t y 
years e a r l i e r , M . L a f i t t e defined his viex^ o f the d i f ference as fo l lows : 
'Parlant en ge'ne'ral, une femme semble plus frapp^e par un 
• f a i t que par une idee g^nirale; nous (les hommes) 
sommes plus inte'ressSs par l a r e l a t i o n des choses que par 
les choses elles-memes . L ' e s p r i t des femmes est plus 
concret; c e l u i des hommes plus abs t ra i t .* 
(4) 
Perhaps a succinct summary o f these opinions i s i n the Gaelic proverb: 
'Man to the h i l l s , woman to the shore. 1 
Apart from the speculation, s t a t i s t i c s do show a sex-difference . The entry 
f igures i n science f o r the Northern Univers i t ies Joint Mat r i cu la t ion Board f o r 
1972 are: 
SUBJECT BOYS GIRLS 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Phys . w i t h Chem. 
Geology 
25 235 
18 6O3 
I676 
1817 
8256 
9510 
1727 
IO37 
Total 47 331 20530 
Biology 
General Science 
Human Biology 
13 777 
952 
992 
22 459 
1207 
4639 
Total 15 721 28 305 
( Summary o f N JJ J Ji 3 . S t a t i s t i c s . (5) ) 
Some subjects, such as biology, do seem to be g i r l s ' subjects while others 
are the domain o f the boys . I n t h i s pa r t i cu l a r year, the number o f entr ies f o r 
boys up to the age o f 16 JLl years was 34 5 H while f o r g i r l s i t was 36 705. I n 
spite o f a s l i g h t l y greater number o f g i r l s , the entry i n science was less than 
f o r boys . 
This i s also seen at a higher l e v e l ; 
D i s t r i b u t i o n o f Students by f i e l d o f study 
f o r U.K. (England and Wales). (6) 
Natural Engineering, Medical 
Sciences Sciences 
Male 16 187 19 105 9 905 1957 
Ibmale 4 11? 456 2 791 
Male 41 346 48 753 12 9^ 8 1967* 
female 11 324 5^5 5 192 
So the f igures and opinions do indicate some sort o f sex-difference .' W i l l 
the p u p i l s 1 a t t i tudes to science r e f l e c t t h i s di f ferfface? Do these at t i tudes 
contribute to i t ? Although, i n the adult population, science i s viewed 
favourably (7), i s t h i s s t i l l the case w i t h pupils? A f t e r a l l , the p u p i l ' s 
concept o f science must be based on l i m i t e d , disparate informat ion from 
classroom science, the mass media, peer groups and parents. 
^Furthermore, does a new approach, such as that o f the N u f f i e l d Project, 
a f f e c t the a t t i tude? To know o f any a t t i tude which makes the teaching o f science 
more d i f f i c u l t or i n e f f i c i e n t , as w e l l as easier and e f f i c i e n t i s o f great value 
This study attempts to answer some o f these questions and, thereby to help 
b u i l d a picture o f how the p u p i l perceives science . 
*More recent f i g u r e s show t h a t there was l i t t l e change, 
i f any, between 1967 and 1971; 
Number of men f o r every woman f o r 
science sub.iects a t va r ious l e v e l s (120). 
0 - l e v e l A - l e v e l graduates 
Bio logy 0.6 1.0 1.5 
Chemistry 2.1 2.9 6.0 
Physics 3.7 4.7 7.1 
4-
2 . 
Some General Points About At t i tudes 
Someone's poin t o f view about a p o l i t i c a l party or about d r ink ing alcohol 
or a c h i l d ' s a t t i t ude to school or , i n p a r t i c u l a r , his a t t i tude to science; 
these are a l l hypothet ical constructs which cannot be observed d i r e c t l y . At t i tudes 
have been postulated to expla in ce r ta in consistent aspects o f behaviour;' I f 
someone consis tent ly refuses alcohol i t could be that he simply does not l i k e 
the t as te , or he i s fo l lowing his doctors orders or he may believe that no-one 
should take alcohol on the grounds that i t causes a more or less loss o f mental 
f a c u l t y . I t could be that the reason has a wider basis, one which would exclude 
a l l drugs, or i t may be seen as i n i m i c a l t o ce r t a in re l ig ious b e l i e f s or moral-
values .' These l a t t e r reasons are the ones at issue . They form a par t o f the 
a t t i tude to d r i n k . A . F . Shand (8) , i n the l880 ' s , saw a s imi l a r process i n the 
way a mother cares f o r her c h i l d . The response may be varied and d i f f u s e but the 
end i s the same; one o f succour, love and p ro tec t ion . I n t h i s sense the various 
responses o f washing, feeding, teaching and t a l k i n g to the c h i l d are a l l 
organised to tha t end. This organization o f tendencies, Shand termed a 
sentiment.' I t was l a t e r described by Stout (9) while McDougall (10) used a 
re lated form o f 'sentiment' "to denote those acquired conjunctions o f ideas w i t h 
emotional-cognative tendencies or d i spos i t ions w i n his theory of character based 
on i n s t i n c t s . The concept o f a t t i tude as an 'organisat ion o f psychological 
s ta tes ' (11) i s re la ted to these ear ly forerunners.' 
5 
I n the f i r s t example, the a t t i tude to d r ink can range from favourable to 
moderate to most unfavourable, perhaps ' t e a - t o t a l ' i n the extreme. S imi l a r ly 
a c h i l d ' s a t t i tude to school can show the same v a r i a t i o n . Thurstone (12) 
expressed th i s aspect as; 
' the degree o f pos i t ive or negative a f f e c t associated 
w i t h some psychological o b j e c t 1 , 
the objects here being alcohol and school . 
A U p o r t ' s d e f i n i t i o n o f a t t i tude embodies t h i s view (13); 
(An a t t i t ude i s ) 'A mental and neural state o f readiness, 
organized through experience, exer t ing a d i r ec t ive or 
dynamic inf luence upon the i n d i v i d u a l ' s response to objects , 
or s i tua t ions w i t h which i t i s r e l a t e d . ' 
Social a t t i tudes are dist inguished from other a t t i tudes i n tha t a ' soc ia l 
a t t i tude i s formed i n r e l a t i o n to soc ia l stimulus s i tua t ions and i s shared by 
members o f a group or o f a given soc ie ty . ' ( a f t e r Sher i f and Sher i f (14)) . An 
i n d i v i d u a l , i so la ted from b i r t h , could not have social a t t i t u d e s . His a t t i tudes 
would be governed and ins t iga ted by the non-human environment. They might, 
indeed, be meta-physical but unless they are shared a t t i tudes , they are not 
'measurable* soc ia l a t t i t u d e s . I n add i t ion , a t t i tudes must be f a i r l y s tab le . 
A t ransient "at t i tude ' need be no more than a passing thought and would present 
no observable tendency t o act i n a ce r t a in manner.' These points are expressed 
by Campbell (15); 
.'A soc ia l a t t i t ude i a (or i s evidenced by) consistency 
i n response to soc ia l ob jec t s . ' 
A more recent d e f i n i t i o n by Kewcomb (et a l ) (16) fol lows the same l i n e s ; 
.'IVom a cognit ive point o f view, then, an a t t i tude represents 
an organization o f valenced cogni t ions . Jrom a motivat ional 
point o f view, an a t t i tude represents a state o f readiness 
f o r motive arousal.' This double d e f i n i t i o n i s due to the 
pos i t i on o f a t t i tude between cognit ive processes (thought 
and memory) and motivat ional processes (emotion and 
s t r i v i n g ) . 1 
Again, one by M. Rokeach (I966), (17), i s as fo l lows ; 
'An a t t i tude may be defined as a learned and r e l a t i v e l y 
enduring organization o f b e l i e f s about an object or s i t u a t i o n 
disposing a person toward some preferred response.' 
So, although A l l p o r t ' s d e f i n i t i o n has been rephrased, i t s t i l l embodies 
the essent ia l points about a t t i tudes . They are ; readiness or tendency to 
' a c t ' i n a ce r t a in d i r e c t i o n w i t h a degree o f consistency. 
At t i tudes are learned and would seem to be based on experience . Mental 
processes organise past experiences i n t o a coherent whole which can be used 
i n a new s i t u a t i o n . Past experience shows that men i n au thor i ty l i k e to be 
treated w i t h respect, deference and, perhaps, to be addressed as ' s i r 1 . ' 
Other people subscribe to t h i s behaviour and relat ionships progress smoothly 
when i t i s accepted. When introduced to someone else i n a s imi l a r pos i t ion* 
the appropriate a t t i t ude gives the immediate response i n terms o f demeanour 
and choice o f words . The a t t i tude need not be so simple. An equivalence o f 
au thor i ty w i t h power would f u r t h e r colour the behaviour.' 
Thus, a t t i tudes are means o f adaptation to the environment. Katy (18) 
has l i s t e d the main functions o f a t t i tudes as fo l lows; 
1.The adjustment f u n c t i o n : - th i s alloxre the organism to maximise rewards and 
minimise penalties when achieving goale *i I n some ways i t could be thought o f 
as a hedonistic f u n c t i o n and can r e f l e c t the u t i l i t y o f the ob jec t . 
2 . Ego-defensive f u n c t i o n ; - some at t i tudes are aimed at protect ing the s e l f from 
the s e l f and from others . A snobbish a t t i tude could f a l l i n t h i s groupT 
3."Value-expressive f u n c t i o n : - A group o f a t t i tudes may form a value system which 
can govern a wide sect ion o f behaviour, as w i t h e t h i c a l systems * I n t h i s case 
they f u n c t i o n to express the s e l f to others as one would l i k e to be seen,' f o r 
example, i n t e l l i g e n t , moral or devout'. 
4.'Knowledge f u n c t i o n : - At t i tudes co-ordinate and group past experiences aimd 
knowledge i n t o generalisations which are u se fu l i n the fu ture behaviour o f the 
organism! They 'provide a r a t iona l s tructure on which to suspend the perceived 
chaotic universe . 1 
He also observes tha t a t t i tudes have the fo l lowing components: 
(a) a cognit ive component; b e l i e f - d i s b e l i e f 
(b) an a f f e c t component; l i k e - d i s l i k e 
(c) an ac t ion component; readiness to respond 
(19) 
ard, i n use, employ these s ing ly or i n combination. 
These functions and components w i l l be referred to again i n r e l a t i o n to 
a t t i tude to science .' 
Some established general properties o f a t t i tudes 
(20) 
1." At t i tudes are learned. 
2 . At t i tudes are more or less l a s t i n g . 
3 . At t i tudes are d i rec ted from a person to an ob jec t . 
4.' At t i tudes can form value systems.' 
I n add i t ion to these, by the d e f i n i t i o n o f an a t t i t u d e , i t i s expected 
that observable behaviour should have some posi t ive co r r e l a t i on w i t h the 
a t t i tude . ' Some workers, f o r example, Campbell w i t h American vot ing and 
associated a t t i tudes (2l)^ : have had some success, others have established 
l i t t l e or no co r r e l a t i on I Since our l i v e s are governed, not by one a t t i tude 
but by many and these may i n t e r a c t , basing predictions on only one a t t i tude 
i s o f t e n d i f f i c u l t . Campbell, i n the same itfork, showed that knowledge o f 
several a t t i tudes allows a be t te r p red ic t ion o f vot ing i n t e n t i o n s . I n a 
classroom s i t u a t i o n , i f i t i s required to predic t success i n a subject from 
the a t t i tude then, s i m i l a r l y , a t t i tudes to other subjects, examinations and 
so on are h e l p f u l , or even essen t ia l , f u r t h e r problems arise when the measure 
o f overt behaviour ( that i s , success i n examinations) i s an examination o f the 
General C e r t i f i c a t e o f Education type which i s given to a year group o f mixed 
a b i l i t y streamed i n t o , say, four classes. Here, lack o f success i n a 'D' stream 
could go w i t h a very favourable a t t i t ude^a t t i t ude j while a less favourably 
i n c l i n e d 'A' stream p u p i l exceeds the achievement o f the other I 
That a t t i tudes a f f e c t perception and therefore learning and r e c a l l was 
s 
shown long ago by B a r t l e t t working w i t h pic ture r e c a l l where the pictures x-iere 
emotionally loaded (22) 1 
So a t t i tudes are important . Sher i f and Sher i f point out that ; 
•Some authors have gone so f a r as to equate soc ia l 
-psychology w i t h the study o f soc ia l a t t i tudes . ' 1 
and K . M . Evans, w r i t i n g on a t t i tudes i n education, says; 
' I t would be d i f f i c u l t to overstress the influence 
o f a t t i tudes and in teres ts i n the l i v e s o f 
i n d i v i d u a l people . 1 
(23) 
(24) 
Att i tudes to Science 
A young p u p i l ' s experience o f science w i l l be varied but mainly l i m i t e d 
to the learner ' s side . I n school, his s c i e n t i f i c education may consist o f 
physics, chemistry, biology and, perhaps, geology and physical geography!' Or 
i t may be compounded as one i n general science . He w i l l be shown or guided to 
discover basic laws, c l a s s i f i c a t i ons and simple general isat ions. Science i n 
i t s most tangible form w i l l be seen and in terpre ted from t h i s point o f v iew. 
Outside o f the formal learning s i t u a t i o n , he may see other aspects o f 
science through the mass media, especial ly the t e l e v i s i o n . Pressing soc ia l 
problems o f population and the environment may be presented to him from a 
s c i e n t i f i c - m o r a l point o f view. His own reading and chi ldren ' s programmes 
could show him science as a pastime or a s c i e n t i f i c hobby.' l inked w i t h his 
school work, the power o f science, i t s aesthetic appeal or i t s i n t r i n s i c 
i n t e r e s t and u t i l i t y may slowly percolate the mind o f the p u p i l as he matures. 
The views and di rec t ions o f parents w i l l also be involved. ' 
These experiences w i l l go together rto form an a t t i tude fco scie.nce.' Other 
developing a t t i tudes or value systems may in te rac t and c o n f l i c t w i t h i t u n t i l 
the view i s assimilated. ' I n t h i s respect, ch i ldren ' s a t t i tudes may not be 
completely consistent and ce r t a in ly not more so than adults'.' For example, 
a c h i l d o f a Jehovah's Witness studying biology may develop a very favourable 
lo 
a t t i t ude to tha t subjec t . However, the theory o f the evolut ion o f the species 
may produce deep c o n f l i c t between t h i s a t t i tude and previous a t t i tudes , 
especia l ly where these are powerful ly re inforced by parents (25) ELaget 
and"fbel have shown that younger pupils have a more l i m i t e d power o f comparison 
so greater discrepancies might be expected here . 
Of Kate's functions o f an a t t i tude , most can be seen to apply i n the case 
o f a t t i t ude to science T I n the school, the adjustment func t ion w i l l operate 
f o r some pupi ls i n that they w i l l l i k e the subject to please the teacher and 
obtain praise and approval . Certainly the knowledge func t ion applies, since, 
as a branch o f i n t e n t i o n a l l y organised knowledge, science f i t s i n t o the 
requirements . Older pup i l s , beginning to th ink i n a ce r ta in manner may also 
incorporate something o f the value-expressive funct ion. ' Wishing to appear 
precise and l o g i c a l , a general, pos i t ive s c i e n t i f i c a t t i tude would s u i t t h i s 
purpose. The c l i e n t : ' I t stands to reason' f i t s i n t o t h i s category. With young 
pup i l s , the ego-defensive aspect may apply only i n a l i m i t e d way but at a 
more sophisticated age, once a point o f view has been developed, the need to 
defend i t w i l l develop as w e l l . 
I n summary, a p u p i l can have a wide, i f sometimes second-hand, experience 
o f science . The most immediate contact f o r the p u p i l i s i n school science 
since i t i s t h i s i n which he i s most involved .'This might lead us to expect 
an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n seen through the experience o f school science and i n some 
ways l i m i t e d by i t . 
Review of Related Research 
The chart shows a summary of the relationship of science attitudes with 
i t s causes and effects . The links are shown to be true from research findings 
and many would apply to attitudes to other subjects, for example, the ar ts . 
Factors i n Value or (Mediating Effect or 
formation of Attitude Drives) Behaviour 
Attitude System 
Social- Preference 
Meregenic-
Attitudte 
to 
Science 
I . Q . Interest 
Non-social 
Achievement 
Employment 
Attainment 
/ 
/3 
k .1 Factors i n the formation of attitudes to science . 
General Social Factors .' 
I n the past g i r l s have had less opportunity, even active discouragement, i n 
science than have boys. Indeed, g i r l s -were ascribed with a lack of stamina such 
that the e f f o r t needed to acquire sc ien t i f ic knowledge would have been thought 
suf f ic ien t to cause mental damage (26) T This attitude was s t i l l prevalent la ter 
as reported by B.A.Howard i n I928, when he writes of recommerelations that 'the . . . . 
"First School Examinations should be taken by g i r l s one year la ter than boys"; 
i n other words, they suggest equating the g i r l of 17 to the boy of 16.' (27) 
Division of labour between the sexes was an axiomatic j u s t i f i c a t i o n of differences 
i n education (28) and governesses taught only 'accomplishments'; needlework, 
dancing and languages, to the g i r l s (29). 
By the turn o f the century, where science was included i n the curriculum fo r 
g i r l s , i t was mainly biological (30) . I n 1911, S. Bryant writes; 
'Every well brought-up g i r l , fo r instance, shapes herself i n 
accordance with the demand for sharing her mother's interest 
i n domestic problems; as a student i n the chemical laboratory 
i t f a l l s wi thin her scope to investigate some of these, 
especially those problems of cleaning i n which i t i s sometimes 
thought that none but women take an interest . Boys, on the 
other hand, with their greater interest i n muscular 
achievement, turn from their earliest years to the investigation 
of muscle-saving and power displaying machinery of a l l kinds; 
these interests serve them well i n the study of physics; 
especially i f i t be associated x-jith some manual construction 
as well as with laboratory work.'' 
(31) 
However, pressure had already begun fo r , i n I9OI, Dorothea Beale was 
attempting to operate a timetable which included object lessons fo r g i r l s 
under 8 years, botany, zoology, astronomy, hygiene, geography from 8 years to 
16 years (between 2 and 4 hours per week) with elementary chemistry and physics 
for those over 12 years,in addition (32) . During the remaining years, the move 
towards a f u l l e r education continued. J "m Kamm makes the comment; 
' I n class subjects there was a tendency ( i t i s s t i l l noticed 
today i n the vast majority of a l l schools fo r g i r l s ) fo r the 
g i r l s to be weaker than the boys i n mathematics and science 
but stronger i n a l l l i t e r a r y subjects 
(33) 
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She ascribes this to the lack of equal opportunity and acceptance of the divis ion 
of labour, both h is tor ica l ly and at present. 
Many parents and most grandparents w i l l have been educated under these 
principles and have absorbed these attitudes . This provides a background and 
an early, social basis fo r the development of children's attitudes to science; 
an attitude which may incorporate a view of 'gir ls . ' subjects' and 'boys' subjects' . 
A past lack of opportunity gives fewer females working i n and teaching 
science . This i s . 'proof for a child that women do not do certain jobs and i s 
part of a s e l f - f u l f i l l i n g prophecy;1 
Particular Social Factors 
Cross-cultural data has shown the divis ion of labour between the sexes to be 
widespread (3*0 . S.M. Dornbusch sums this up wel l ; 
.'Socially, f o r the survival of the species, groups must not 
assign tasks to females that prevents their acting as mothers.' 
(35) 
But rolemdifferentiation extends deep into behaviour, as demonstrated by Terman 
and Miles (36), working i n America. They found sex differences i n word 
association, ink blot association, information, emotional and ethical responses, 
interests, personality, occupational preferences and introvertive responses. The 
general conclusion was that the female was concerned with aesthetic objects, 
personal embellishment, and dress while the male preferred adventure, extra-
domestic interests (especially i n employment) and sc ien t i f ic and mechanical 
a f f a i r s . I n summary, the differences had two aspects, one of interests and the 
other of emotions and impulses.' 
I n Br i t a in , Hallworth and Waite (37 and 38), making a comparative study of 
value judgements of adolescents i n the fourth year of the secondary school, 
found a well established 'Fe TIP, nine Image1 factor fo r the g i r l s . This was defined 
as 'what the g i r l s would l ike to be as a woman i n terms of dress, pleasure, 
ambition, home and freedom.'' They also found that g i r l s associated school and 
the teacher with men and boys. For boys; success, ambition, reward, the future, 
games and study formed the most important cluster of concepts . Slee (39) found 
similar results fo r secondary modern school pupils.' I n addition, she found that 
the sex-image for boys i s more generalised at this age. 
So i t seems reasonable to assume that sex-differentiation pressures exist 
and that they w i l l be expressed i n views about things l ike employment, especially 
might this be noticed with g i r l s . ' Since science i s a f i e l d of employment which 
may have masculine loading factors, then these could be reflected i n attitudes.' 
Ormerod (40), with a l i k e r t scale fo r measuring the teocial implications' factor 
i n attitudes to science administered to 26l boys and 264 g i r l s i n the 13 - 14 year 
age group, found that choice for or against a science option appeared to be 
influenced strongly by this factor i n the case of g i r l s . ' By 'social implications' 
he refers to the benefit or harm science i s supposedly bringing to mankind. 
I n America, there i s evidence of a greater social orientation among women (41) 
which may be related to a similar 'social implications' factor there T 
This concern with the social implications of science would f i t i n well with 
the general feminine Image factor with i t s concern for the home .' 
r 
The learning of subtleties of the sex-image starts very early i n the child 's 
l i f e . Although 3 year old children show incomplete sex-awareness i n toy selection 
(42), by 11 years old, more than half realise that only genitalia distinguish 
between men and women regardless of hair and clothes (43) .' At that age g i r l s 
are better at discrimination than boys. Prior to that there must be a suf f ic ien t 
concensus to give sex-typing according to other cues l A very young child w i l l 
c a l l a l l men 'Daddy', so their behaviour and appearance must agree with his 
'Daddy'-image.. His mother teaches further discrimination. 
The play, hobbies and collecting patterns of a child are often guided by 
parents (44). A boy i s encouraged to play with a constructional toy, such as 
Meccano, or with a t r a in set or with his tipping l o r r y . G i r l s ' pursuits are 
guided to prams and dolls 1 houses.' I n a study of children's interests at a 
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Br i t i sh science museum, Brooks and Vernon (45) found that 133 500 boys attended 
compared with $± 000 g i r l s i n one year. Either more boys attend of their own 
accord or more are sent or taken by parents . 
I n collecting things, Witty and Lehman (46) have shown that American gi r l s 
were 'attracted by objects which may be used fo r personal adornment' while the 
objects American boys collected tended not to have aesthetic or sentimental 
appeal. These factors would point to the d i f f e r i n g experiential background of 
boys and g i r l s . Male superiority i n mechanical comprehension has also been 
demonstrated with matched male and female groups (47) . There i s some Br i t i sh 
evidence of boys drawing on their mechanical experience (for example, rotation 
of cogs) (48) i n the i r school work but their superiority does not become apparent 
i n answering science questions u n t i l the secondary school age. This was based on 
children's answers to deductive sc ien t i f ic problems. 
Yet one xrould expect that there i s a minimum level of experience to which 
everyone i s exposed and that this would be suf f ic ient to remove, by incidental 
learning, sex-differences ". Perhaps socially-directed selective-learning i s also 
brought in to play, discriminating against the learning of non-appropriate material. 
Women do tend to retain household information better than men, for example, spoon-
size capacities, while men retain other numerical data, for example, population 
figures, better (49) . This i s for a sample matched on digit-span memory. 
The importance of parents and peer groups has been further brought out i n some 
American studies on attitude to mathematics . Elton and Rose (50) found that g i r l s 
avoid mathematics because i t i s masculine i n character, while, on a more general 
level , Pofferiberger and Norton (51) showed that a factor i n separating poor 
attitude students from good attitude students was the attitude of the father to 
mathematics and the expectation of achievement i n mathematics of both parents . 
Elton and Rose concluded that their evidence supported the hypothesis J that 
cul tura l differences i n sex training lead to female ineptitude i n maths.' and that 
'sex incongruence i s an inhibi tory motive i n learning. ' 
Similar sex-differences i n attainment i n mathematics i n Br i ta in have been 
found by Saad (55) which w i l l be discussed later i n another context. 
I n society at large, Evans (7) has recently shown science to have a 
favourable image . The attitude to science i s positive i n that the majority see 
science as helping mankind and being of great value to society. This a t t i tudinal 
background should have an influence on the children who l ive i n i t . ' I n a highly 
organised, indust r ia l society the dependence on science and engineering i s great 
and employment reflects this . Children w i l l be submerged i n the aspect from b i r th . ' 
Meregenic Factors. 
Intelligence i s a factor which, to some extent i s innate yet can be influenced 
by socialization and personality.' Other factors are similarly indeterminate.' They 
have elements of being genetically determined and yet are manipulated by the 
social and physical environment. Such factors w i l l be termed 'meregenic' — 
fated from b i r t h (52) . This term is adopted because i t x-jould be d i f f i c u l t , i f not 
impossible, to rank such factors between the two extremes of purely social 
influences and purely innate . 
I n the case of intelligence, high achievement could be obtained independent 
of attitude.' I n some respects, intelligence can by-pass attitude where an 
overriding value of success applies.' This i s indicated on the diagram (Fig. 1.) . 
An individual 's intelligence may seem to apply only to science. Past experience 
and social background may have discriminated against subjects l ike languages. 
Here a s k i l l i n one area w i l l have been acquired to advantage i n terms of 
achievement and favourable attitude . 
Another such factor i s spatial a b i l i t y . American and Br i t i sh studies have 
established that spatial a b i l i t y exists and that boys are generally better than 
g i r l s working with spatial concepts. As long ago as 1917. E. F. Mulhall (53) 
showed American boys between 8-f - 17-§ years to remember forms better than g i r l s 
while g i r l s remembered words better'. Hertzberg and Lepkin (54) confirm these 
results with 16 - 18 year old American children. The boys were higher i n 
appreciation of space concepts than the gir ls x-jhile the g i r l s were higher on word 
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f l u e n c y . Saad (55) > with 100 B r i t i s h p u p i l s of each sex i n the 
f o u r t h and f i f t h y e a r s of a grammar school, making a study of 
a b i l i t y i n mathematics found that the boys were b e t t e r a t 
geometric problems than the g i r l s . T h i s he i n t e r p r e t s as a 
s u p e r i o r i t y i n s p a t i a l a b i l i t y . The understanding of numerical 
concepts and p r i n c i p l e s followed the same p a t t e r n . 
I t i s s i g n i f i c a n t that Lewis (56) found tha t s p a t i a l 
a b i l i t y was needed f o r p h y s i c s while v e r b a l a b i l i t y helped i n 
biology, i n r e l a t i o n to h i s work on 300 mixed p u p i l s i n Northern 
I r e l a n d . American s t u d i e s have a l s o shown boys to be superior on 
' r e s t r u c t u r i n g ' i n problem s o l v i n g and t h i s could have an e f f e c t 
i n f i e l d s such as p h y s i c s (57). 
Innate F a c t o r s . 
There a r e i n d i c a t i o n s that s p a t i a l a b i l i t y i s i n h e r i t e d v i a 
a s e x - l i n k e d , r e c e s s i v e gene (123). I n t h i s case, t h i s auto-
m a t i c a l l y lowers the proportion of g i r l s r e l a t i v e to boys with 
s p a t i a l a b i l i t y and hence a b i l i t y i n p h y s i c s ( f o r f u r t h e r d e t a i l s 
see note 124). 
I n the case of r a t e of maturation, g i r l s mature f a s t e r than 
boys, as i s shown i n the r a t e of hand-bone development (58). Yet 
t h i s does not mean that g i r l s ' mental a b i l i t i e s develop a t t h i s 
f a s t e r r a t e . Boys can draw simple s c i e n t i f i c i n f e r e n c e s by the 
age of 9 y e a r s while t h i s a b i l i t y i s not apparent i n g i r l s u n t i l 
10j or 11 y e a r s old. 
B a s i c , p h y s i c a l d i f f e r e n c e s could have an e f f e c t through the 
i n t e r m e d i a r i e s of emotion and p e r s o n a l i t y . I t has been e s t a b l i s h e d 
that menstruation not only a f f e c t s the p h y s i c a l s t a t e of the 
female but a l s o her mental a b i l i t i e s . Eagleson, as long ago as 
1927, found that the most e f f i c i e n t time during a c y c l e was post-
menstrual and the l e a s t e f f i c i e n t pre-menstrual (127) when i t .CSme 
to t e s t i n g such a b i l i t i e s as simple a r i t h m e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n . I t 
seems l i k e l y t h a t the r e a c t i o n time of a female i s impaired pre 
and during menstruation (see a l s o Appendix S ) . These f i n d i n g s 
may r e f l e c t a d i f f e r e n c e i n an a b i l i t y to concentrate during the 
c y c l e . I n terms of a t t i t u d e , t h i s p a r t i c u l a r point should a f f e c t 
a l l s u b j e c t s needing concentration to the same extent and need 
not give r i s e to d i f f e r e n c e s between s u b j e c t s . 
Korner (115) has reviewed some sources of sex d i f f e r e n c e s and 
comments tha t ; 
'While there i s cumulative evidence i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
that males and females are t r e a t e d d i f f e r e n t l y from 
the s t a r t , a review of the sex d i f f e r e n c e s found among 
neonates c l e a r l y points to innate sex d i f f e r e n c e s as w e l l . 1 
I t remains d i f f i c u l t to separate the causes of such d i f f e r e n c e s . 
Korner d i s c u s s e s the work of Moss and Robson O968) and Thoman 
(1972) which show d i f f e r e n c e s i n maternal behaviour towards t h e i r 
c h i l d r e n from b i r t h , there being more v o c a l i s i n g with g i r l s and 
more holding of boys i n response to f r e t t i n g . Lewis, Kagan and 
K a l a f a t ( l l 6)report tha t f o r a sample of 16 boys and 16 g i r l s a t 
2k weeks old responding to p r o j e c t e d p i c t u r e s , g i r l s studied f a c e s 
more than boys and boys showed a longer f i x a t i o n to a h e l i x than 
a point. I t may be t h a t , for g i r l s , t h i s i s a r e s u l t of the 
higher r a t e of v o c a l i s n g they experience. B a s i c d i f f e r e n c e s i n 
s t r e n g t h and s k i n s e n s i t i v i t y do e x i s t a t or near b i r t h and t h i s 
may be due to androgens i n f o e t a l l i f e r e q u i r e d f o r the foetus 
to become male. The f u l l extent of hormones on sex d i f f e r e n c e s i s 
not kno>m. 
So i t i s p o s s i b l e that ' s c i e n t i f i c a b i l i t y ' or some asp e c t s of 
i t can be i n h e r i t e d . Indeed, the geneologies of e x c e p t i o n a l f a m i l i e s 
l i k e the Darwins lends some weight to the theory. J u s t as with 
the S t r a u s s family and music and the B e r n o u i l l i f a m i l y and 
mathematics, e x c e l l e n c e i n sc i e n c e can be concentrated i n 
one family. T h i s i s not only so l a t e r a l l y , that i s , amongst 
s i b l i n g s ; but i s found to occur l o n g i t u d i n a l l y over great 
l e n g t h s of time (126). 
Summary. 
The v a l u e s of s o c i e t y i n terms of s c i e n c e education and 
s c i e n t i f i c employment, while g e n e r a l l y favourable, have been 
twofold i n t h e i r view of the male and female. T h i s may s t i l l 
e x i s t by working through a feminine image f a c t o r . S o c i a l i z a t i o n 
f o r s e x - r o l e s i s d i f f e r e n t f o r the two sexes and would seem to 
both cause and encourage d i f f e r e n c e s which r e s u l t i n d i f f e r e n c e s 
i n achievement and may r e s u l t i n d i f f e r e n c e s i n a t t i t u d e . Such 
f a c t o r s a s s p a t i a l a b i l i t y , with i t s a s s o c i a t i o n with boys and 
i t s r e l a t i o n s h i p with mathematics and p h y s i c s , and v e r b a l 
a b i l i t y and i t s a s s o c i a t i o n with g i r l s , are examples. 
The i n f l u e n c e of the family, community and school w i l l be 
important s i n c e the c h i l d ' s experience a r i s e s from these. 
Although some of the r e s e a r c h i s on the American s o c i e t y 
and so care must be taken i n applying i t elsewhere, the 
general r e s u l t s seem to f i t i n w e l l with the B r i t i s h work 
and add weight to i t . 
4.2 Science: Preference, Interest and Attitude.' 
While attitude to science represents a general orientation, or valenced 
cognition regarding science i n terms of school subject, social implications 
and future employment, ' interest i s more specific and i s directed towards a 
particular object or a c t i v i t y . ' (59) . Interest i n science may refer to interest 
i n lessons i n terms of laboratory work, demonstrations or understanding the way 
things function. On the other hand, i t could refer part icularly to some other 
aspect under the t i t l e 'science ' . The function of interest i s internal satisfaction 
rather than success (60) . 
Preference i s also directed towards a particular object but i t s basis i s 
wider than that of in teres t ; Preference for an object -— that i s , science -— 
may be a result of interest or i t may be because i t i s a necessary step for some 
goal, such as employment, or i t may be to avoid something preferred less. This 
l a t t e r point brings out the essence of preference as one of comparison or choice. 
Given two or more objects or subjects, one may be preferred. Given one subject, 
i t may or may not be interest ing. Interest and preference are more specific than 
attitude but bear some importance i n attitude formation. Kelly (6l), i n measuring 
factors influencing preference for science, accepts preference as indicative of 
att i tudes. Meyer and Penfold (62) have found significant positive correlations 
between attitude towards science as a general concept and interest i n science of 
0.48 and between attitude to science as a school subject and interest i n science 
of O.58. On these bases, interest and preference w i l l be considered as having some 
value i n studying attitudes . 
Amongst the earliest work i s that of E .0 .Lewis (63) of 1913 - 1914 on 8 000 
mixed pupils of standards 11 1?Qi V l l (aged 7 years to 14 years) i n London and 
South Wales, most i n elementary schools. Science and nature study were relatively-
less popular than the manual subjects but 'science' here was mainly hygiene and 
object lessons.' However, he noted 'that science, when taught by a special teacher, 
was much more popular than i n schools where the class teacher taught the subject. ' 
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Of more value i s the work of I9I9 (published I92I - 22) of Don and Grigor' 
on the preferences of 3 620 mixed pupils at the Intermediate Certificate Stage 
i n the West of Scotland (64) . Their results are presented i n a form which can 
be subjected to s t a t i s t i ca l analysis (see Appendix A) . The results show a highly 
significant difference between boys and g i r l s , with boys more favourable to 
science (% a = 244 with 2 d . f ; p«0.'001 Kolmogorov - Smirnov test (65)).' 
Mathematics shows a similar result while i n English and French the situation 
reverses. This f i t s i n well with what might be expected from the factors 
operating at that time.' 
I n 1935» Pritchard reports on the relative popularity of subjects i n 
secondary schools using 8 273 children (66) . The system of coding popularity 
does not f a c i l i t a t e s t a t i s t i ca l analysis but the figures do have some interest!' 
For physics, boys' interests tended to stabilise at about 15 years while g i r l s ' 
showed a dip i n popularity at 14 years, followed by an increase which may have 
been due to selecting out those g i r l s showing least interest or aptitude fo r the 
s u b j e c t I n chemistry, popularity with the boys remains f a i r l y steady while fo r 
the g i r l s i t slowly declines . (See Appendix B) . 
I n the following year, Shakespeare did some similar work fo r elementary 
school subjects with 9 127 mixed London pupils (67) . He ranked the main subjects 
fo r boys and g i r l s for the age 13 years according to preference . Analysis shows 
the two l i s t s to d i f f e r , nature study and handwork being at the top for the 
boys while much further down fo r g i r l s .(See Appendix C) . The Spearman rank 
correlation coefficient i s O.35 and i s not s t a t i s t i ca l ly s igni f icant . So gi r l s 
and boys generally 'preferred' d i f ferent subjects? 
How much a pupil 'enjoys* a subject was assessed by Stevens from over 2 000 
grammar school pupils i n the South of England (69) and was published i n 1960. 
Results of a questionnaire were collected from second and fourth year pupils . 
The graph, ( Fig.1 2,) i l lus t ra tes the results with 26% of boys compared with 15$ 
of g i r l s Taking both together, science ranked as one of the most enjoyed of 
subjects. The discrepancy between the sexes could be ascribed to the feminine-
image factors or to the other social, meregenic or innate factors or to the way 
i n which the subject i s taught'. 
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I n the case of least l iked ' the figure for both boys , and g i r l s was 12$ fo r 
sciences .' 
When asked about which was their "bestf subject, 20$ of boys thought science 
was and 12$ of g i r l s thought the same The graphs (Fig. 3,) show this and Fig.' 4 
does the same for the 'weakest1 subjects. 
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The .'most enjoyed* classif icat ion can be loosely equated with interes t . 
Although the reasons fo r enjoying a subject may not be interest alone i t seems 
a poss ib i l i ty that where science i s enjoyed i t w i l l tend to dispose the pupil 
favourably to i t i n terms of a t t i tude; The pupils ' views of their own a b i l i t y 
i n terms of 'best' and 'weakest* subjects follows what might be expected from 
the'most enjoyed results '. 'Best' subjects are approximately those 'most enjoyed' 
and the "weakest' are those less enjoyed.' 
More recently, chapter three of Enquiry 1 (70) was concerned with the value 
and interest of school subjects as seen by parents, present and ex-pupils and 
has some relevant data.' Considering the 13 - 16 year old group and, i n particular, 
the 15 year old group of leavers taking science, the proportions saying that 
the subject i s useful were: 
BOTS 60$ GIRLS 40$ 
Similarly, those saying i t was interesting were: 
BOYS 60$ GIRLS 44$ 
The parents who considered science of importance fo r their chi ld were: 
fo r BOYS 40$ fo r GIRLS 24$ 
These figures would seem to confirm those of Don and Grigor of half a century 
earlier. ' I n some respects, the change i s remarkably small i n comparison with 
the expansion of science. Boys favour science and g i r l s do not.' The parents 
support this difference.' 
I n 1968* the Educational (Research) Committee of the A S. E. collected 
information about the attitudes of 12/13 year old pupils to science as i t i s 
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taught and towards scientists (71).' This consisted of 50 hours of tape-
recordings of small groups of children who were encouraged to ta lk f reely 
about the i r reactions to science, science teaching, and to science and 
scientists as a whole .' C . Selmes worked on the i n i t i a l analysis and based 
his report on about one-quater of the edited recordings 
To encourage freedom of expression, no teacher was present and an older 
boy led the discussion.' Selmes sees the weakness here i n that many questions 
are [loaded? towards the older boy's attitudes and that sometimes discussion 
i s l imited to agreement on the part of the pupils . 
Analysis consisted of counting recurring phrases and expressions i n the 
responses. One conclusion i n the attitude to physics was that pupils- thought 
that science was more suitable fo r boys (5$) than for g i r l s (10$) . (The 
percentage indicates the frequency of that response 0 8$ considered that 
scientists are usually men and that the job i s not one fo r women 'I 
The technique can be cr i t ic i sed on the grounds that group dynamics w i l l 
allow certain members a disproportionate part i n the discussion and that the 
discussion i s being led by an unskilled boy.~ Negative points of view could 
be emphasised easily compared with positive comments, and vice versa. 
Ashton and tferedith considered the attitudes of sixth-formers to science 
by examining answers to a question on the General Studies paper of the Joint 
Matriculation Board (72) . The question was to account fo r the increase i n 
university arts and)vscience applications at the expense of the natural sciences . 
From 92 g i r l s and 86 boys, over hal f thought that science required a high 
level of intelligence but offered l i t t l e scope for self-expression.' The 
greatest differences were with 25$ of boys explaining the arts/social science 
bias on grounds of a desire to help the community di rect ly while 4$ of g i r l s 
gave that reason. 25$ of boys used as an explanation a ' late introduction to 
science and an early arts bias' compared with 42$ of g i r l s 1' 
Unfortunately there i s no way of assessing the intensity with which 
the various comments are held. Mor i s the sample necessarily representative. 
I t i s possible that those who are involved i n the arts, social science/ 
natural science choice w i l l not have contributed to that question.' The 
answers themselves need not ref lect the t ru th but may be widely held or 
texpectecE opinions However they do give a hint of the way i n which the 
pupils are thinking ? 
More generally, at the Sixth Form level , Wilkinson (73) has discussed 
pupils preferences and attitudes i n relation to subject choice and found 
that boys doing sciences expressed preferences for things over people and 
ideas. Girls tended to have an interest i n act ivi t ies involving companionship, 
Zinn, i n an American study (74), showed that the future scientist 's 
interest shows early i n l i f e , i n fact between the ages of 10 and 12 years? 
Kelly (6l), with London grammar school boys mentioned earl ier , also found 
that those who specialise i n science had a long- standing interest, ' but did 
not f ind an approximate age of or igin of this bias.' Of great importance, 
he also found that the influence of the teacher on the pupil's attitudes to 
science was small. This surprising result was confirmed i n more de ta i l by 
Meyer and Penfold (62), also mentioned ear l ier , who found interest i n 
science not tb be related to the attitude of the science teacher to the 
pup i l . This was for the 1st and 3rd year pupils of a b i la te ra l London 
co-educational school of modern school a b i l i t y range. Together, these results 
would indicate that attitude to science has i t s roots deeper than simply i n 
secondary school experience, and possibly ear l ier than i n the secondary 
school.' O^jejr t^o^keva Uo-*oe a_l«e. fooo ^ - d . fcf~<3-t fcke, aJtCto ^ - e to 
to Science C(2*). 0 
Kelly, Meyer and Penfold also conclude that the father's and mother's 
actual interest i n and attitude to school science i s not related to the i r 
children's in teres t . I t i s the pupil 's own appraisal of parental attitudes 
rather than the parents' stated views which seem to be important, according 
to Meyer and, Penfold^ These workers also showed a lack of association 
between the father's occupation and the child 's degree of sc ient i f ic 
in teres t . 
examinedMore recent work s t i l l indicates sex-differences i n interest 
but also an overall interest i n science which has an early basis i n the 
child 's l i f e . ' There i s evidence that the attitude/interest i s not related 
to the teacher's attitudes.' The parents' contribution was i n what the i r 
children thought the i r attitudes to be .' 
Summary 
Interest and preference (was, related to  attitude and the early work 
kl3 Science; Achievement and Attainment as Attitude-based Behaviour. 
Previously, i n t e res t and preference -were shown to be p o s i t i v e l y re lated 
to a t t i tude . In t e re s t i s s i m i l a r l y re lated to behaviour and, i n pa r t i cu l a r , 
t o achievement.' Ba r r i l l e aux (75)» w i t h 800 American students found that i n 
the I . Q . range 86 - 139 there was a high, and very s i g n i f i c a n t re la t ionship 
between, the r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y o f science in t e res t and the p r o b a b i l i t y o f 
success i n high school science. He also c i tes the work o f Mall inson and 
Van Dragt (76) who showed tha t the in teres ts i n science and mathematics 
are stable over long periods o f time Ifeyer and Penfold (62) believe t h i s 
t o be the case f o r B r i t i s h chi ldren; 
'There i s evidence that a good attainment may f o l l o w 
an in t e re s t i n science. 1 
( p . 3 ^ 
This l i n k between a t t i tude and behaviour supports the d e f i n i t i o n o f a t t i t ude 
as a 'tendency to ac t 1 or as a measure o f 'behavioural i n t en t i ons ' . 
But , on a general l e v e l , some evidence i s c o n f l i c t i n g . ' The l i n k between 
a t t i tude and behaviour i s d i f f i c u l t to demonstrate . I n American studies, 
Brooks, Melvin and Weynard (77) found the Kuder preference record to have 
no predic t ive value o f academic success at the college l e v e l P o s t m a n and 
Murphy (78) found c o n f l i c t i n g evidence i n the re la t ionship between a t t i tude 
and associative memory w i t h 8th graders and Manello (79) found a t t i tude 
d i d not i n t e r f e r e w i t h or f a c i l i t a t e learning and r e c a l l w i t h 8th graders I 
However, Manello does accept (80) that 'There already exists a large body 
o f experimental evidence ind ica t ing how at t i tudes a f f e c t our perceptions, 
our judgements, and our overt b e h a v i o u r O n e such piece o f work i s that o f 
B a r t l e t t (22), i n B r i t a i n , on remembering, mentioned e a r l i e r . : 
Clues to the reasons f o r t h i s c o n f l i c t are i n the work o f Campbell (21) 
i n which he increased the predict ive value o f p o l i t i c a l a t t i tudes i n vot ing 
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behaviour by assessing other relevant a t t i tudes . S i m i l a r l y , Holman (81) 
was able to predic t p a r t i c u l a r behavioural in tent ions by increasing the 
supporting i n f o r m a t ion . This would indicate that a greater knowledge o f 
supporting and c o n f l i c t i n g a t t i tude or value systems allows a f a i r e r assessment 
of behaviour.' 
I n the re la t ionsh ip between in t e re s t and formation of occupational choice 
among B r i t i s h ch i ldren , Chown (82) found that the f ac to r o f i n t e re s t i n 
school subjects being related to job choice was more important f o r grammar 
school pupils than f o r modern school pupils ( I n addi t ion , the g i r l s tended 
to make t h e i r decision e a r l i e r than the boys.) This brings out another p o i n t . 
To use a measure o f attainment intended f o r those o f higher a b i l i t y across 
the f u l l a b i l i t y range i n a school may lead to lox-r correlat ions . For example, 
the G.C.E. may provide a measure o f success f o r a l l o f r e l a t i v e l y high I . Q . 
regardless o f a t t i tude while those o f favourable a t t i tude and low I . Q . w i l l 
have a low achievement. I n the example provided by Chown, the higher a b i l i t y 
o f the grammar school pupi ls w i l l a f f o r d them the opportunity to fo l l ow t h e i r 
in teres ts . ' The lower a b i l i t y o f the others could preclude them from t h e i r 
in te res t s t This serves to i l l u s t r a t e that at least one more f ac to r i s h e l p f u l 
when predic t ing behaviour, from an a t t i tude 
American studies o f achievement and attainment i n science have shown a 
c lear sex-difference w i t h the g i r l s being i n f e r i o r to the boys . Some ear ly 
work by Hughes (1925) on achievement i n physics (83) found t h i s to be 
especial ly the case i n mechanics, heat, e l e c t r i c i t y and magnetism. The 
d i f ference was i n s i g n i f i c a n t f o r sound and l i g h t . For nature study and 
science, Heilman (84) confirmed the sex-difference i n 1933 and i n the fo l lowing 
year, Kurd (85) repeated the confirmation f o r high school physics.' I n Kurd's 
experiment, w i t h 13^ pupi ls o f each sex, the boys had a super io r i ty on a 
prel iminary t e s t , i n d i c a t i n g some ex i s t ing knowledge and, although the g i r l s 
gained more i n the tes t a f t e r i n s t r u c t i o n , they had not gained s u f f i c i e n t to 
remove the i n i t i a l d i f f e r e n c e . Stroud and I indqu i s t (86) i n 19^2 again 
confirmed the sex-difference i n science and c i t e other s imi l a r conclusions. 
They found the greatest sex-difference f o r General Science followed by 
Physics 
I n B r i t a i n , the sex-difference i n attainment i n physical science seems 
to be generally accepted to the extent that some schools channel g i r l s i n t o 
biology as an opt ion to physics * As reported by M i l l e r and Dale (87) i n 1972, 
t h i s d i f fe rence i s again apparent by the l a t e r years o f a un ive r s i ty degree 
course, although not at the beginning. D.G. Lewis (56) found, i n work on 
Northern I re land grammar school pup i l s , that attainment i n elementary 
science was re la ted to a general i n t e l l e c t u a l a b i l i t y f ac to r , a general 
personal i ty f ac to r and, as mentioned before , verbal , spa t i a l and numerical 
group fac to r s , depending on the subject 
Summary 
Attainment i s related to i n t e l l e c t u a l a b i l i t y but , i n add i t ion , a 
sex-difference i n favour o f the boys might be expected. As w e l l as i n t e l l i g e n c e , 
other factors are operat ing. 
Once again i t should be emphasised tha t some o f the work i s on the 
American society but the B r i t i s h research does lead to s imi l a r conclusions 
which would suggest that common factors are operating T Indeed, other research 
i n Western societ ies i s reported which shows s imi l a r r e s u l t s . Leutke (88), 
i n Germany, assessing high school students' in teres ts i n school subjects has 
found that boys p re fe r mathematics, physical education and the sciences, while 
g i r l s p re fe r German and physical education.' As boys grew older they selected 
more sciences than languages . Even i n I n d i a , Dave (89) reports that technical 
in te res t s are associated w i t h boys and George and Abraham (90) report that 
boys achieve more than g i r l s i n English, soc ia l studies, general science and 
general mathematics T 
Construction o f Hypotheses. 
The work discussed i l l u s t r a t e s h i s to r ica l , asc r ibed sex-differences 
and t h e i r a f f e c t on subject i n t e res t 1' As a resu l t o f image fac to r s , these 
dif ferences might be expected today.' Yet, how do these differences express 
themselves? Are they apparent throughout the secondary school and how does 
a b i l i t y a f f e c t them? 
There i s a movement o f pupils away from science. Dainton (91) found 
tha t , i n spi te o f an increase i n s ix th - form s ize , the increase i n those 
taking science was less than expectedThe present concern about the soc ia l 
impl ica t ions o f science could be adversely a f f e c t i n g p u p i l s 1 a t t i tudes v i a 
parents, the mass media and adults generally or some other cause might 
resul t i n an unfavourable a t t i tude to science. Or, perhaps, the a t t r a c t i o n 
o f more widely available options such as i n the soc ia l sciences might 
account f o r the dec l ine . Exactly how do the p u p i l s ' a t t i tudes to science 
stand at the present time? Are they generally favourable, neutra l or 
unfavourable ? 
Becent attempts to renew the vigour, a t t rac t iveress and e f f i c i e n c y 
o f science teaching w i t h the work o f the N u f f i e l d Science Teaching Project 
may be expected to have an e f f e c t on the ch i ldren ' s a t t i tude ; ' I n the three 
subjects; physics, chemistry and bio logy, the aim of the pro jec t i s t o ; 
'develop materials that w i l l help teachers to present 
-science i n a l i v e l y , e x c i t i n g , and i n t e l l i g i b l e way. 1 
(92) 
I n a l l subjects the emphasis i s on the c h i l d establ ishing concepts, usually 
w i t h the help o f class experiments, c a r e f u l l y designed models and 
demonstrations . The conventional approach may or may not depend l a rge ly on 
the p u p i l es tabl ishing the concept h imse l f . Such an approach would probably 
imply more d i r e c t i o n by the teacher, perhaps less c r i t i c a l thought and an 
acceptance o f fac ts as g iven . The N u f f i e l d approach usual ly requires more 
teaching time and more time spent on discovering a meaning to each basic 
concept and exploring the l i n k s wi th other established f a c t s . 
I n the case o f physics, a s u f f i c i e n t number o f schools were involved 
i n the Project to allow a comparison w i t h the conventional approach to be 
made These schools had taught the subject by the new scheme f o r s u f f i c i e n t 
time t o have f o u r t h year groups who had done no other approach i n t h e i r 
secondary school l i f e i" 
For physics, the founders o f the N u f f i e l d Project express the hope tha t 
they might ' a t t r a c t some o f the waverers i n t o a s c i e n t i f i c career. ' (93) 
However, i t seems that the chances o f doing t h i s would be diminished or 
enhanced according to how the pup i l s ' a t t i tude to physics i s a f fec ted by 
the Pro jec t . 
I n view o f these aims and hopes, how does the a t t i tude compare w i t h 
those pupils who have followed a conventional physics course? 
The hypotheses may now be formal ly stated; 
. H Q : There i s no tendency f o r a random sample o f pupils to have an a t t i tude 
f o r or against science, as against That there i s a tendency f o r the 
sample t o have a favourable a t t i tude t o science. 
2 . HQ : I n a random sample o f pupils there i s no di f ference i n a t t i t ude to 
science between boys and g i r l s , as against H]_: That the boys i n the sample 
are more favourable i n a t t i tude to science than the g i r l s 'I 
3. E Q : I n a random sample o f pupils there i s no di f ference between the more 
able and the less able pupils i n a t t i tude to science, as against H-j_: That 
the more able pupils are more favourable i n a t t i tude to science than less 
able p u p i l s . 
4 . H Q : I n a random sample o f pupils there i s no d i f ference i n a t t i tude to 
science between younger and older pupils as against H-j_: That the younger 
pupi ls are more favourable to science than the older p u p i l s . 
5 . H Q : I n a random sample o f pupils there i s no d i f ference i n a t t i tude to 
physics between those pupi ls fo l lowing the N u f f i e l d approach and those 
fo l lowing a conventional course as against H-]_: That a d i f ference does e x i s t 
between these two groups. 
Some i n d i c a t i o n has already been given o f the c o n f l i c t i n g results from 
experiments to f i n d i f a re la t ionship exis ts between a t t i tude and behaviour. 
The d e f i n i t i o n s imply that a posi t ive re la t ionship should ho ld . For a t t i tude 
t o science, i t i s reasonable to c a l l attainment or achievement the related 
behaviour.' To what extent does a favourable a t t i tude to science lead one t o 
expect a higher achievement i n , f o r example, examinations? Does the converse 
hold , too? Since achievement i s , at l eas t , also dependent on a b i l i t y or 
i n t e l l i g e n c e , no exact re la t ionship could be expected.' Generally, high or 
low in t e l l i gence could eas i ly over-ride the e f f ec t s o f a t t i tude and mask a 
co r r e l a t i on , as already discussed. However, some allowance could be made f o r 
t h i s fac tor since the grammar school i n the sample had one year group, the 
t h i r d form, which was streamed according to a b i l i t y . By considering each 
form as a u n i t , a t t i tude scores could be compared w i t h examination 
attainment w i t h i n each form.' Hence, w i t h i n each sample, the over- r id ing 
v a r i a t i o n introduced by the f ac to r o f a b i l i t y or in te l l igence would be 
reduced. Stated fo rmal ly , the hypothesis becomes; 
6 . H Q : There i s no co r r e l a t i on between a t t i tude to science and attainmert, 
as against H]_: That there exis ts a posi t ive cor re la t ion between the two, 
those having a favourable a t t i tude also a t t a i n more on science, provided 
that some allowance f o r in te l l igence i s made . 
( H Q =• n u l l hypothesis . — al ternat ive hypothesis .) 
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6 . 
The Measurement o f At t i tude to Science . 
6 .1 The At t i tude Test and i t s Construction. 
I n the construct ion o f t h i s t e s t , the fo l lowing general requirements 
were borne i n mind; 
(a) The t e s t needed to be understood by as wide an a b i l i t y range 
as possible to al low comparison between high and low a b i l i t y 
groups. 
(b) I t must be suitable f o r a wide age-range i n the secondary school 
t o al low comparison between age groups. 
(c) I t must require a minimum o f s k i l l and in te l l igence t o complete 
the t e s t . This i s a co ro l l a ry o f (a) and (b) and f a c i l i t a t e s (d) 
(d) I t should be eas i ly administered and take as l i t t l e time as i s 
convenient i n order to encourage as many schools as possible to 
take part . ' 
To s a t i s f y these po in t s , the Thurstone scale o f equal-appearing in t e rva l s 
was selected (94) . Here, administrat ion would be simple and u n l i k e l y to lead 
to var ia t ions i n procedure while the tes t would require the pupils only t ° 
t i c k ^ i n endorsement o f the statements .' I t could be as short as about 
f o r t y items (95) $ inc luding the s p l i t - h a l f technique f o r checking 
r e l i a b i l i t y . 
Considering the a l ternat ives . Some methods are not intended f o r t h i s 
p a r t i c u l a r k ind o f assessment, f o r example, the Bogardus Social distance 
scale, o r i g i n a l l y designed to assess r a c i a l p re jud ice . The Osgood 
semantic d i f f e r e n t i a l approach, i n which a range o f adjectives about the 
object i s used, would give a test something l i k e ; 
SCIBMCE 
1 . pleasant unpleasant 
2. dark br igh t 
3. and so on. 
The subject must endorse the pos i t ion on the dots which most matches how 
he would apply the adjectives to the ob jec t . Of course, the object , i n 
t h i s case ' sc ience ' , could be broken down i n t o more elementary facets or 
concepts but the tes t could prove too complex to be understood by young 
pupi ls and those o f low a b i l i t y . The l i m i t s o f vocabulary and understanding 
could create severe problems J, 
Possibly nearer the requirements might be the Hammond Error Choice 
Scale i n which the subject must polarise his a t t i tude i n endorsement. For 
example; Science i s more important now than i t ever was . TRUE or FALSE 
However t h i s t es t can prove too b lun t i n i t s simplest fo rm. Two groups 
d i f f e r e n t i n a t t i t ude yet both favourable *rould not be separated. The more 
complex form brings i t near the L i k e r t scale (and the related Unfolded 
P a r t i a l Rank Order Scale) . This test i s more commonly used i n t h i s type 
o f work and could prove sui table . Given a statement about science the 
subject endorses shades o f agreement or disagreement ranging from strongly 
agree t o s t rongly disagree . Once again, the breadth o f a b i l i t y and age i n 
the intended sample brings i n doubts i f some ch i ld ren could appreciate 
what was requ i r e d and separate shades of t h e i r f e e l i n g about 
a statement. 
There i s an i n t e r e s t i n g e r r o r choice scale known as the 
Repertory Grid, devised by K e l l y (129) and adapted f o r use 
w i t h school subjects by Duckworth and E n t w i s t l e (130). The 
p u p i l has p a i r s of p o l a r i z e d statements (obtained from previous 
samples of p u # i l s by a technique of K e l l y ) one of which he 
I 
s e l e c t s as nearest to h i s own opinion f o r each subject. This 
i s a convenient way of q u i c k l y c o l l e c t i n g data about i n t e r e s t s , 
preferences and a t t i t u d e s . I t s l i m i t a t i o n s are those of the 
Hammond scale i n t h a t i t forces an extreme choice and thus 
magnifies any di f f e r e n c e s and masks any shades of s i m i l a r i t y . 
A s i m p l i f i e d t e s t , w i t h some sample r e s u l t s , i s included i n 
Appendix T. 
The Thurstone scale made l e a s t demands on the p u p i l s ' 
a b i l i t y , i n s t r u c t i o n s were simple and an ordinate scale 
could be established wMch might give an idea of how la r g e 
any d i f f e r e n c e s were. I t was hoped t h a t shades of a t t i t u d e 
might be detected. L i t t l e , or no, explanation would be 
req u i r e d of the supervisor and the time taken by the t e s t 
was not excessive. 
6 .2 Col lec t ion o f Opinions . 
Following the method o f Thurston© and Chave (96), 121 opinions about 
school science i n general and sc ien t i s t s were col lected from pupils o f 
a secondary school . These were extracted from essays w r i t t e n by about 
t h i r t y pupils i n each year group from the f i r s t form, (ll*j£, to the s i x t h 
form (16+ years ) . The essay t i t l e s were; 
1s t , 2nd, and 3rd forms: 'Why I would l i k e to be a scientist . . ' ' CR 'Why 
I would not l i k e to be a s c i e n t i s t . ' 
4 th and 5th forms: ' W i l l learning science be useful , to me?' 
The statements selected ranged from extremely favourable to extremely 
unfavourable w i t h some neutral opinions .' Roughly equal numbers were taken 
from each year group so that the f i n a l scale would be i n t e l i a b l e to as 
wide an age range as possible . >' v 
These statements are given i n appendix D . 
6.3 The Sort ing Procedure (97) 1 
The 121 statements were typed on s l i p s o f paper and placed i n an 
envelope , : Another eleven envelopes were c l e a r l y marked A to K.' 
On envelope A was w r i t t e n : 
•Atti tudes most favourable to science and to s c i e n t i f i c careers.' 1 
On envelope F was w r i t t e n : 
•Neutral statements about science and s c i e n t i f i c careers. ' 
On envelope K was w r i t t e n : 
'At t i tudes l eas t favourable to science and to s c i e n t i f i c careers. 1 
These statements were given t o t h i r t y ' judges' f o r s o r t i n g . Thurstone 
recommends about three hundred judges but subsequent work has shown as few 
as f i f t e e n give r e l i ab le results (98).' I t i s preferable tha t the judges be 
the same as those f o r whom the scale i s intended (99) . Hoxsever, teachers 
were used as judges because they were f a m i l i a r w i th the way the pupils 
thought and the pupi ls themselves needed too much i n d i v i d u a l guidance i n 
ins t ruc t ions to ensure that no bias was introduced. The judges were male 
and female ar ts and science teachers and were selected on the basis o f 
volunteers . I t was thought that volunteers would take more care over sor t ing 
the s l i p s than those who f e l t obliged to agree to take p a r t . 
The d i rec t ions f o r sor t ing the slips, were as fo l lows ; 
DIRECTIONS FOR SORTING SUPS . 
1 T h e 121 s l i p s contain pup i l s ' statements about science . 
2 . These are t o be sorted i n t o eleven p i l e s . 
J>". Arrange the envelopes A to K i n order and place the statements which 
you believe express most favourable a t t i tudes to science on A, those 
which express neut ra l a t t i tudes on F and those which are least favour-
able on K. On the remaining envelopes, arrange the statements i n 
accordance w i t h degree o f f a v o u r a b i l i t y , from most to l e a s t . 
4.' Do not t r y to get the same number i n each p i l e , they are not evenly 
d i s t r i b u t e d , but there should be eleven p i l es I 
5. The numbers on the s l i p s are f o r coding only, and have nothing to do 
w i t h the p i l e s . 
to 
6'. I t w i l l help i f , before so r t i ng , a number of s l ips are read, chosen 
at random 1' 
7 I t w i l l take at leas t JO minutes. 
8 . Please place the p i l es i n the appropriate envelopes. 
The resul ts o f the sor t ing were tabulated, f i r s t as indicated i n the 
example (Table 1 ; ) , then a l l were consolidated (Table 2 . ' ) . This allowed 
the number o f times § statement; was placed i n one o f the groups A to K 
t o be determined and hence, the proport ion i n each group foundt 
JUDGE No! 24. Table 1 . NAME: Mr.' Hi' 
A B . c D E F •G • • H • I • J K 
92 51 94 53 30 56 52 54 32 13 69 
16 17 23 50 31 57 128 8 21 26 22 
25 38 93 11 9 109 29 98 114 115 18 
55 33 28 20 58 110 15 117 7 72 108 
and £ o on 
Table 21 
MASTER COPY . 
Statement A B C D E F G H I J K Statement 
1 
2 
• 
1 
2 
i. 
• 
18* 
19 
• 
ir 
18 
19 
20 "111 11 1 20 
21 
« 
21 
• 
• 
120 
121 
120 
121 
Referring to Table 1 . , i t shows that Mr. H. placed statement 92 i n 
group A, 51 i n group B, 94 i n group C and so on.' Table 2 shows tha t f o r statement 
20, no judg^placed i t i n group A, three placed i t i n group B, s i x i n 
group C and so on. 
The procedure was explained i n d e t a i l to each judge but , to eliminate 
those who had not understood, fo l lowing Thurston©, those who placed more 
r 
than a quaver o f the statements i n one group or those who l e f t one 
or more groups empty were e l imina ted . On t h i s c r i t e r i o n , two judges 
were r e j ec t ed . 
6.4 The Scale-Values 
For an unambiguous, precise statement, a l l judges should place 
i t i n one group (100) . However, each judge has a d i f f e r e n t view o f 
the statement because o f d i f f e r i n g l i f e patterns, values and 
experiences. The most which might be expected i s that the statement 
would be placed mainly i n one group, d i s t r i bu t ed normally.' YJhere 
there i s great accord between judges, the d i s t r i b u t i o n would be 
narrow, as indica ted i n Fig. ' 5» tha t i s , the standard devia t ion 
would be small." 
Proportion o f .judges placing 
a statement i n each group 
Proportion 
o f 
judges 
0.'6 -
0.4 -
0.'2 -
. D E F 
Group 
I t i s these statements which are unambiguous and therefore o f 
value i n the experiment 1 
The curves f o r each statement are dravei more conveniently as 
accumulative propor t ion ogives, using the data i n Table 3.' This was 
compiled d i r e c t l y from the informat ion i n Table 2 and shows, f o r 
example, that f o r statement 20: 0.00 o f the judges placed i t i n group 
A, 0 JL8 placed i t i n group B, C'39 placed i t i n group C or B, 0.'68 
placed i t i n group D, C or B and so on. ; I n other words, t h i s table 
represents the accumulative proportions o f the f igures i n Table 2." 
Accumulative Proportions Table 3" 
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The purpose o f these f igures i s to allow accumulative proport ion 
graphs to be drawn f o r each o f the 121 statements, i l l u s t r a t e d i n 
Pig? 6. Note also tha t the groups have been coded numerically; 
A = 0 to 1, B = 1 t o 2, and so on? Referring to H-gT 6, f o r the graph 
shown, the p o s i t i o n assigned to the statement on the 'most favourable 1 
. ' least favourable ' scale i s numerically that which gives 50fo o f the 
judges placing i t to the l e f t . This i s ca l led the scale value, s .' 
(75$ 
Accumulative 
Proportion 
o f Judges 
(50^0.3) 
(25$ 
Accumulative proport ion 
o f .judges placing a statement 
i n each group.' 
8 9 10 11 
Scale pos i t i on (Group) 
To measure the spread, dispersion or width o f the graph, i t i s 
convenient to use the ' i n t e r - q u a r t i l e ' distance, Q. This i s the distance 
on the hor izonta l axis between the 25$ and 75$ poin ts , that i s 25$ on 
e i t he r side o f s ? 
The 121 graphs f o r the statements are given i n Appendix E . Considering 
statement 3t the point on the s axis corresponding to 0.'50 on the 
accumulative proport ion axis A. P. i s J .h . Thus the scale value i s J'.k% 
The distance between the 0125 and 0.75 points i s 2.2. Thus, Q i s 2.'2. 
Examples of the graphs of Appendix E 
mentioned i n the t e x t . 
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The values f o r s and Q f o r a l l the statements are included i n 
Table 3.' 
When graphs f e l l near one end o f the axis they -were incomplete, as 
f o r statements 16, 33 and i n Appendix E . I n these cases, s could be 
determined by ext rapola t ion and Q estimated e i the r by f u r t h e r , 
reasonable ex t rapola t ion or by doubling the distance between the 0.50 
and the OI75 points (or the 0.25 and the 0;'50 points) .' 
I t would have been possible to code the hor izontal axis from 
-5 t o -f5 but 0 to 11 was adopted as being easier to manipulate 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y . ' 
6 .'5 C r i t e r i a f o r Select ion o f Statements. 
The aim o f determining the Q values was to provide an object ive 
c r i t e r i o n o f ambiguity as described by Thurstone and ChaVe (101) .' 
A statement w i t h a high Q value shows a high dispersion i n placing 
and should be eliminated. ' Low Q values should tend to be less ambiguous .' 
They also l i s t informal c r i t e r i a f o r the r e j e c t i o n o f unsuitable 
statements (102) and these have been supplemented by Edwards (1Q3) .' 
Using these, a scale o f kl statements was drawn up such that they 
covered the range o f scale values 0 - 1 1 reasonably w e l l . Pig? 7 
i l l u s t r a t e s the pos i t i on o f these statements on the scale, each 
v e r t i c a l l i n e being one statement, mult iple statements being indicated 
by the number i n brackets . 
0 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lb i i 
scale value 
These were s p l i t i n t o two equivalent tes ts , Form A and Form B (118) . 
This was done by ex t rac t ing every other i tem so that two t e s t s , each 
h a l f the o r i g i n a l length and each w i t h statements o f approximately 
the same scale value, were obtained. Where, say, two items scaled at 
the same value were obtained, e i the r could be taken? The items i n each 
tes t were put i n random order to reduce the l i k e l i h o o d o f endorsements 
due to 'halo.' e f f e c t s and to encourage, the subject t o read the whole 
test." The odd i tem scal ing at 10.'5 was included i n both tests t o balance 
them* Forms A and B are given complete w i t h Q and s values i n Appendix F. 
The mean o f the Q value f o r these statements was 1.'55-
6 j6 Testing the Scale ; 
A t r i a l questionnaire was drawn up and duplicated w i t h the fo l lowing 
ins t ruc t ions preceding Forms A and B* ( A l l numbers f o r each i tem being 
omit ted.) 
Name; Form; 
1 . There are kZ statements about science given below. Put a t i c k (y^) 
next t o those w i t h which you most agree 
2 T When you have done t h i s , look at the statements you have t icked 
and put a 1 next to the one you agree w i t h most, then put a 2 next 
t o the one you agree w i t h next and so on u n t i l a l l have numbers 
beside them pu t t i ng them i n order. 
The tes t was then given to about 150 pupils i n a mixed secondary 
school, ranging i n age from l i t - to I6f years.' 
As suggested by Edwards (104), the score on the f i n a l t es t f o r each 
p u p i l would be found by obtaining the median o f the scale values o f those 
statements endorsed by that pup i lEdwards demonstrates the s i m i l a r i t y o f 
resu l t when f i n d i n g means and medians. I n t h i s smaller, test-sample, the 
mean x-ra.s found i n order to compare results w i t h a theore t i ca l model. The 
deductions can reasonably be expected to apply to the median which fol lows 
the movements o f the mean. This i s j u s t i f i e d l a t e r 1 
On examining the resu l t s , three statements were found to be endorsed 
by almost everyone, without regard to each i n d i v i d u a l ' s score.' These 
were sub-numbers 3 and 4 of Form B (statements 55 and 28) and sub-number 
2 o f Form A (statement 38) . The sharpness o f the scale could be increased 
by removing them from the questionnaire so t h i s was done The add i t iona l 
i tem at s - 10.^ 5 (sub-number 21, Form B) ' need only appear on one Form 
now, r e su l t ing i n a balanced I9-I9 t es t (38 statements) .' 
I n e f f e c t t h i s was an in fo rmal c r i t e r i o n of irrelevance i n which 
statements i r r e l e v a n t to the a t t i tude were e l imina ted . Thurstone and 
Chave also describe a more precise method (105) but t h i s i s not used 
much now (106). 
A closer examination and comparison o f results l e d to the suspicion 
that some pupi l s , especial ly the younger ones, when given the i n s t r u c t i o n 
'put a t i c k next to those w i t h which you most agree 1 , were 'over-
endorsing' . Evidence f o r t h i s was that the average endorsements f o r the 
l l f t o 13f year group was i n excess o f 12 w i t h one or two over 20 on 
the 19 - 19 t e s t t 
This indica ted a degree o f ambiguity i n the word 'most ' . The f i n a l 
i n d i v i d u a l score would record a l l endorsements equally so that those 
weakly agreed w i t h would be given an equal weight w i t h those s t rongly 
agreed wi th . 1 I t was necessary to consider the e f f e c t o f 'over-endorsement' 
Assuming no f a u l t s i n the theory, the scale and the subject , then 
someone w i t h a given a t t i t ude should select only those statements which 
agree exact ly w i t h his a t t i t ude scale-value . This would be possible w i t h 
an i n f i n i t e number o f statements at each point r For only one statement 
at each po in t , a f t e r the f i r s t , the subject should select equally on 
e i t he r side u n t i l the nearer 'edge' or 'end' o f the scale i s reached. 
Further endorsement could be i n one d i r e c t i o n onlyT 
Consider the diagram ( F i g . 8) showing a scale o f length D; The 
number o f statements i s ®Jb. where d i s the distance between two/adjacent 
statements ( a l l equally spaced) I This would be the aim i n constructing 
the best, p r a c t i c a l scale.' 
< O ^ 
I I I I I I I I I I 
Suppose the a t t i tude o f the subject to have a single focus at A from 
the end on scale D? 
The number o f uni ts 'below' A i s A/ . 
'a-
So the t o t a l number which may be chosen on e i the r side i n order, 
without s i g n i f i c a n t l y a f f e c t i n g the mean, i s 2A 
' d . 
(The subjects f i r s t se lect ion would be at A, subsequent 
selections would be the nearest statements on e i t he r 
side o f A, u n t i l one end o f the scale was reached. One 
end i s ^ / d away, therefore the t o t a l i s twice t h i s .) 
More than t h i s w i l l produce d r i f t away from the true focus A, 
because subsequent selections must be i n one d i r e c t i o n only and so 
the mean w i l l adjust i n tha t d i rec t ion? 
Assuming the rest to be chosen i n order, when d r i f t begins i t 
would be a s t r a igh t l i n e o f slope d / 2 . 
For the scale i n question which has 38 statements f o r 11 d iv i s ions ; 
D = 11 and d = 11 ( i f p e r f e c t l y spaced) 
38 . 
For someone w i t h one a t t i t ude focus at 2; A - 2 . 
Therefore the number chosen before d r i f t o f a t t i tude mean score occurs 
i s ; 2 A / d ±- (2 x 2 x 38) si 14. 
11 
This means tha t t h i s i n d i v i d u a l , i f se lec t ion and scale were perfect 
could choose up to 14 items and s t i l l have a mean which closely 
approximated his t rue score . Selecting more items would add a small 
amount to the mean ( about 11) f o r each i tem so the mean x-rould d r i f t 
To" 
away from i t s t rue value . 
The f o l l o w i n g table (Table 4) shows the maximum number before d r i f t 
f o r t h i s scale f o r a perfect i n d i v i d u a l w i t h one a t t i tude focus . For 
example, someone w i t h a single focus at 1.0 could choose up to seven 
5 
statements and s t i l l r eg is te r his correct score o f 1.0. Further 
endorsement would resul t i n the score d r i f t i n g away from 1^0. The 
more extreme the score, then the fewer the statements which may be 
endorsed before d r i f t . 
Table 4 
No. chosen before 
d r i f t E 2= 2 3 7 10 ' 14 f o r 38 
At t i tude focus 0:25 0.5 1.0 1 3 2:0 statements 
N J3 . l i m i t s on E, (number before d r i f t = 2A); 
d 
f o r 0 < A < D 
4 
f o r D < A < D 
4 2 
f o r JD_ < A 4 D 
E - 2A 
d 
and D < A ^ 
2 4 
D r i f t i s not established 
E - -2A i e . slops i s negative .' 
d 
Table 4 shows tha t over-endorsement w i l l a f f e c t those whose a t t i tude 
i s nearer the ends o f the scale sooner than the others .' This i s ea s i ly 
seen from the graphs o f F i g . 9; 
At t i tude 
Scale 
Value-
tfean Score 
Graph showing the e f f e c t 
on the a t t i tude score o f 
increasing, the number o f 
endorsements f o r given. 
i n i t i a l a t t i tude scores. 
SCaUa- -states 
d r i f t l ines 
slope - d 
2 
- 0.145. 
8 10 12 14 16 
Endorsement rank 
51 
These graphs shox-j what happens t o the mean f o r a given focus as 
successive endorsements occur? For a t t i tudes near the extreme, d r i f t 
i s almost immediate. (At the other end o f the scale, 1 1 - 6 , the 
d r i f t occurs s i m i l a r l y t o the centre) ? While statements are available 
on e i t he r s ide , the meran i s s table, a f t e r that i t moves towards neutral . ' 
I t i s important to note that over-endorsement can resul t i n reversal o f 
rank order o f means. For example, someone o f t rue score 0.25 endorsing 
f i v e items i s given a score o f approximately 1 while someone o f true 
score 0.5 only endorsing three items i s given his true score? This i s an 
extreme case. Scores as extreme as t h i s may not occur o f t en so that 
a t t i tude f o c i o f 1 ?0 to 1 ?5 f o r which E a i 7 and 10 respectively are 
more l i k e l y t o be observed. 
This was a s i m p l i f i e d , theore t i ca l model? Papils cannot be expected 
to endorse only those clusters o f items around t h e i r a t t i tude f o c i ? Nor 
can they be expected to have only one focus, however, when actual resul ts 
are considered, the model i s a good f i t ? Since the pupils had been asked 
to rank t h e i r se lec t ion , graphs l i k e Fig^ 9 could be drawn f o r comparison. 
Some are given i n F i g . 10. They were drawn by f i nd ing the new mean each 
time an i tem was endorsed i n the rank order . 
Fig? 10. Graph o f three pupils a t t i tude scores 
showing how i t a l t e r s as the number 
o f endorsements increased ^ • • • 
4 -
ATTITUDE 
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SCORE 
6 
0 
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Endorsement rank 
5 
AA i l l u s t r a t e s d r i f t from an extreme. 
EES i l l u s t r a t e s a stable region up t o about the seventh 
endorsement w i t h d r i f t s t a r t i n g . 
CC i l l u s t r a t e s a stable state where s u f f i c i e n t items 
e x i s t to delay d r i f t ? 
These would ind ica te that i n spite o f d not being exact ly uniform f o r 
the p r a c t i c a l scale, pupils w i t h one a t t i t ude focus were behaving l i k e 
the model? 
I t i s also possible t o simulate mul t ip le f o c i , and t o give a pa r t i cu la r 
focus a heavier weighting than the rest ? Appendix G gives an example of 
how t h i s was done ? Again, the results obtained agree very w e l l w i t h the 
t heo re t i ca l model which adds weight to i t s value ? This work was done w i t h 
the mean o f the endorsements as the score o f each subject because t h i s 
allowed a c lear , general s o l u t i o n . I t also applies to the a l te rna t ive 
method o f f i n d i n g the score, tha t of using the median o f the endorsements ? 
For example, f o r a s i m i l a r uniform endorsement around a focus such as 1.0, 
say; 1?0, 1?0 4. 0?28, 1?0 - 0.28, 1?0 -f. 2(0?28), 1?0 - 2 (0?28) i n tha t 
order, (as i n Appendix G), the median i s 1?0. This i s i n the stable 
reg ion . When available statements are used up, the median as the cen t ra l 
value, begins t o d r i f t , as be fo re . The more extreme the i n i t i a l focus, 
the sooner the d r i f t begins? 
Summary 
The t r i a l questionnaire o f 42 items was tested on the age-range o f 
mixed, secondary school ch i ld ren f o r which the scale was intended, that 
i s , 11+ years to 16+ years ? One form o f about 3° mixed pupils i n each 
year group were chosen at random giving a t o t a l o f 158 pup i l s , 70 o f whom 
were boys? As a r e su l t , three statements were removed. I t vras also found tha t 
at leas t s i x endorsements would be desirable and generally not more than 
ten? There should be at leas t three on each Form to al low an estimate o f 
r e l i a t t l i t y : ' 
St 
Conclusions.' 
The questionnaire was redesigned to meet these requirements and 
proved to be sa t i s f ac to ry i n use. I t was as fo l lows; 
FULL NAME AGE years months . 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1 H e a d through a l l the statements t 
2. Choose' the TEN that you most agree w i t h and put a t i c k ( ) on the 
l i n e next to each one . 
3.' Look at the ten you have chosen and put 1 next to the one you agree 
w i t h most.' Then put 2 next to the one you agree w i t h next and so on 
u n t i l a l l ten have numbers, one t o t e n . 
4 . ' When t h i s has been done, at the end make a l i s t o f the school subjects 
you p re fe r , beginning w i t h the one you l i k e most. 
I don ' t see why anyone who does not need science f o r the job 
he wants should have t o take science . 
I n modern times, science i s the most important occupation i n 
l i f e . 
I might lifee science when I ' m older 1 
Science i s d i f f i c u l t to learn. ' 
The things I have learned i n my science lessons have been 
use fu l i n my hobbies . 
Those who f i n d mathematics d i f f i c u l t can ' t do science 1' 
Being a s c i e n t i s t you learn about the Earth and i t s ways. 
Lots o f things i n science can ' t be seen and you jus t have t o 
believe tha t things are there and imagine what they look l i k e 
Science means progress 
I n many ways science can be a curse on mankind. 
Science requires a f l a i r f o r mathematics .' 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i ng to work i n a laboratory w i t h sc ien t i s t s .' 
I f I were a s c i e n t i s t I would not be using the same equipment 
a l l the time l i k e a fac tory worker^ 
Science i s uninterest ing. ' 
Science sharpens the mindl' 
Science and i t s inventions have done more harm than good I 
Today the s c i en t i s t i s not held i n very high esteem. 
I would not l i k e to do a l l the ca lcula t ing and measuring 
involved i n a s c i e n t i s t ' s work. 
Science leads to an i n t e r e s t i ng j o b . 
Science i s a waste o f time . 
To become a s c i e n t i s t means too much study? 
Science i s the f u t u r e . 
My parents l i k e me to know about science . 
I sometimes wish I was be t te r at science but I don ' t r e a l l y 
th ink i t matters . 
Science w i l l be very use fu l as i t helps to know how things 
work i n the house . 
Sciences are about facts and substances .' 
Scient is ts make the world a be t te r place to l i v e i n? 
Scient is ts are respected members o f the community? 
The work i n science i s hard. 
Science i s cold and impersonal. 
Scient is ts are born not made.' 
Science helps people th ink along l o g i c a l l ines ? 
Scient is ts are wrongly blamed f o r the troubles of the world? 
A s c i e n t i s t i s usual ly uncultured? 
I f i n d science boring ? 
There i s too much science i n my timetable . 
A scientistte job i s alonely one ? 
I would l i k e to be a s c i e n t i s t because I l i k e to use equipment. 
Pat your l i s t o f subjects i n order here: 
I n the ins t ruc t ions the pupils were s t i l l asked to rank t h e i r choice 
t h i s appeared to encourage the study o f the statements and also 
allowed the f i r s t ten to be extracted should any s t i l l over-endorse. I n 
add i t ion , they were asked to rank the subjects they studied.' This allowed 
a check on which sciences were being studied and, more important, since 
an i n d i c a t i o n tha t preference and a t t i tude bear some re la t ionsh ip , t h i s 
would give one o f the assessments o f the v a l i d i t y o f the tes t? The pupils 
were asked to give t h e i r names because t h i s reduced spoiled papers. S t a f f 
were requested to emphasise t h e i r lack o f in te res t i n the results 
The r e l i a b i l i t y , based on the s p l i t - h a l f method, was s a t i s f a c t o r y ; 
This i s discussed i n d e t a i l l a t e r ? 
For studying a t t i tudes to physics f o r the Nuff ie ld /convent ional 
comparison another form o f t h i s questionnaire was produced i n which some 
statements were s l i g h t l y a l tered to make them more spec i f i c to physics. 
This i s given i n Appendix H. r The changes were considered to be so small 
tha t the same scale values would apply to th i s test as w e l l ; No statement 
i-ras a l tered i n such a way tha t i t might a f f e c t i t s scale value .. Many 
were l e f t as they were.' This modified tes t would now tend to r e f l e c t 
a t t i t ude to physics rather than the more d i f f u s e a t t i tude to science .' 
I n both t e s t s , Form A ends at the nineteenth statement and Form B 
begins at the twen t i e th . The mean Q value o f the complete tes t was l.'57« 
Validi ty 
I n assessing the va l id i ty of a test i t i s hoped to establish or 
demonstrate that the test does measure what the experimenter intended 
i t should 2 One way of doing this i s to compare the results obtained 
from groups whose attitude to the object i n question i s known'. Although 
this involves certain assumptions, i t has been widely used. 
I n a s ix th form, when the subjects of study have been freely chosen, 
i t might be expected that attitude to science would be one factor i n 
deciding whether the pupils selected the arts or the science side ;T 
Although other influences such as, employment aspirations and parental 
or s t a f f wishes w i l l be operating, i t could be expected that those 
selecting subjects t o t a l l y from the arts group would be less favourable 
to science than those who select the sciences. Therefore, 66 s ixth 
formers who could be classified as doing purely arts or science subjects 
were selected to give an indication of the v a l i d i t y : Thirty-two did arts 
and th i r t y - fou r did sciences.' The 19-19 test was given to them with 
instructions 4 and 5 deleted as these did not apply. The tests were 
scored, as indicated previously, by finding the median. 
Since normality of dis t r ibut ion could not be assumed (1C7), the 
results were analysed using the nonparametric, median test (1C6).' 
Those above and below the median were compared fo r the two groups, 
arts and sciences, (Appendix I ) . I t was found that the two groups 
d i f fered s igni f icant ly ("X l= 15 .'9 with 1 dl'f. p<0:'00Q5 one-tailed test) 
with the arts group less favourable to science than the other.' So i t 
was concluded that this was evidence for the va l id i ty of the scale . 
Other evidence, obtained from the application proper and relating 
to the attitude to science test and the attitude to physics test, i s 
given later!' 
8: 
Application of the Scale 
8 3. Sample 
The questionnaire was given to a l l pupils i n the f i r s t four forms 
of the four, mixed secondary schools of a multi lateral unit i n County 
Durham. Exceptions were those pupils absent and those remedial pupils 
who were considered, on the advice of the i r teachers, to be unable to 
understand what was required.' These four schools comprised the three 
secondary modern schools taking the lower a b i l i t y range and the 
grammar school which took the higher a b i l i t y range. This gave a t o t a l 
of 468 boys and 458 g i r l s ; 
I n addition, the test was given to a small sample of junior pupils 
i n the f i n a l classes of a junior school which supplied the secondary 
schools i n order to establish the l imi t s of the test.' 
The sample was restricted: to the f i r s t four forms of the secondary 
schools because, by the age of 15f years, the attitude should have 
begun to stabilise,'' (74) and also because of some confusion i n the 
modern school over the raising of the school-leaving age nin their case.' 
6 
According to Zinn and others, the attitude to science has i t s roots 
very early i n the child 's school l i f e and so this l imi ta t ion i-ras 
not considered to be important. 
For the comparison of Nuffield physics with conventional physics, 
the modified questionnaire was given to the fourth year groups of ten 
grammar schools of which f ive followed the conventional course while 
f ive followed the Nuff ield course .' The schools were widely separated 
i n Durham and had no overlap i n intake . I t was assumed, therefore, 
that equivalent streams i n each would be roughly equal i n a b i l i t y . Of 
the information gathered, eight schools were selected on this basis of 
matched streams, the other two consisted of one unstreamed class and 
one top stream class which could not, therefore, be compared i n case 
a b i l i t y affected attitude.' The other eight consisted of equivalent 
streams, four Nuffield and four non-Nuffield. These were top or second 
streams, the same number i n each. This gave a comparison of 117 pupils 
doing Nuffield physics with 117 doing conventional physics ." 
I t has been found i n an American study that pupils 1 attitudes 
decline throughout the school year (109) . To avoid risking differences 
arising from this source, the test was administered to the multi lateral 
schools and junior sample i n the Spring term, as near to each other 
as possible and a l l wi thin some two or three weeks . Similarly, with 
the grammar schools used i n the I%ffield/conventional comparison, the 
tests were applied at the same time during the Spring term of the 
following year'. 
8 1'2 Msthod of Analysis . 
The medians of the endorsements of Forms A and B were found and 
also the overall median. The overall median was the score of the 
subject as indicated previously. 
tfedian Test:- Using this overall median, comparisons between 
groups were made using the median test (1C8). For example, i n 
comparing the scores of boys with those of g i r l s , the number of 
boys above and below the median was compared with the number of g i r l s 
above and below the median. This was cast i n a 2 x 2 table as i n 
Table 5. 
Table 5. 2 x 2 Table to compare boys above and below the median 
"of the sample with g i r l s above and below the median of 
the sample . 
Above Mn. Below ffln. a 
B O T S a b afb 
G I R I S c d cfd 
a+c b+d n 
The frequencies were compared using the test with 1 d! f. 
(single or double-tailed where indicated) where 
- n[( be - ad)- 2 J 2 
(a+c)(b+d)(a+b)(c+d) 
including the n of Yates1 correction fo r continuity (110), (frequencies 
2 V i 
i n 2 x 2 table discrete but / \ i s continuous) . 
Re l i ab i l i t y : - Since the scale cannot be said to be more than 
ordinal with certainty, the Spearman rank correlation coeff icient r s (in) 
was used to compare the sp l i t -ha l f median scores of Forms A and B as a 
test of r e l i a b i l i t y ! 
Rel iab i l i ty , or the a b i l i t y of the test to give the same answer 
whenever the test i s applied to a given subject, could be calculated 
by repeating the test on a l l subjects at a la ter date, long enough 
fo r the subjects to have forgotten what they had already endorsed but 
not so long, that attitudes may have changed anyway? This method was 
avoided because i t brought i n other problems such as the possibi l i ty 
of attitude change throughout the term, the influences of changes of 
s t a f f and the poss ib i l i ty that some headmasters would not wish to take 
part i n a prolonged t e s t . For these reasons, the questionnaire was 
constructed i n the paral le l Forms so that a correlation between the 
two Forms could be made for each subject. 
Correlation tables of grouped data were made as i n Table 6'. 
Table 6 
Score on 
Form A 
(X) 
Score on Form B (Y) 
0 - O 'Q- 1 - 1"Q- - I r r ' r J' 
Totals Joint 
Rank 
0 - 0:9 
1 - H'9 
2 - 2.9 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
JT 
Totals 
Joint Rank 
and r s was calculated, corrected for t i e s , from 
r s ~ £ x 2 -h Sy2 — SdZ 
where M 3 — M — 2 T » s imi lar ly for y and where 
12 
T = t 3 _ t with t = number t ied i n any one group. 
12 
and where 2j*d2 = • difference squared between corresponding ranks. 
M ~ number of observations . 
Since W i s always large i n this case, then significance of r can 
s 
be tested with the itudent's t dis t r ibut ion; 
t = 1 r s 
with d . f . = N - 2 
The r e l i a b i l i t y fo r the whole test r can then be found from the 
Spearman - Brown Prophecy Formula (112) .' 
r = mrs 
1 + (m - l j r , 
with m = k (n fo r no. i n r s : k 
-s n for to ta l ) 
where test i s divided equally i n m = k = 2n = 2. 
n n 
So r = 2r s 
1 + r s 
I n this case, for the age range fo r which the test was designed, the 
r e l i a b i l i t y was over 0l'80, as given i n detai l later. ' 
Va l id i ty : - The main test of va l i d i t y has already been given but 
subsidiary tests as checks could be made . The l i nk between attitude 
and subject preference has already been shown, some l imited correspondence 
exis t ing. Since the pupils were asked to rank the subjects i n order of 
preference, a comparison could be made between this ranking and the 
score . Each ranking was coded by cal l ing the f i r s t (most preferred) 
pair of subjects; one, the second pair; two, and so on! When science 
f e l l i n the f i r s t pair, the score for that pupil was 1.' I f the sciences 
were separate, a mean score was taken as a rough estimate of the position 
of the mean rank! I n this way, numbers ranging from 1 to 5 were obtained 
fo r each pupil . ' 
From the results a 2 x 2 table was formed as i n Table 7;' 
Table 7 
t 
Preference 
Rank 
^•vScore 
Category"-*^ 
Above 
Msdian 
Below 
Median 
1 or 2 
3 or 4 
2? 
and the following hypothesis could be tested; 
H Q : That there i s no difference between the number above the median 
on the attitude scale and those below the median i n the way they rank 
subject preferences, as against 
H]_: Those above the median on the attitude scale also tend to rank 
science highly (ranks 1 and 2) i n subject preference . 
Hence a one-tailed test with 1 d. f.could be used and a contingency 
coefficient 
could be calculated (113) 
N ^ 2 
( fo r a 2 x 2 table = 0.; 707 and — 0 ) 
This method was applied f i r s t to the mult i lateral uni t sample and 
then to the Nuff ie ld versus conventional sample . 
On this basis, Ej_ was confirmed fo r both samples and so favourable 
attitude scores were generally associated with a preference for science, 
as i a shown i n de ta i l i n the following chapter.1 
Results . 
9.1 Sub.iect-Prefe rence. Va l id i t y . 
From the sample, 1 066 pupils gave suf f ic ient information to allow 
the scale values to be compared with their subject preference.' A 2 x 2 
table was formed from the results (Appendix J ) and X 1 , with Tates' 
correction, was 139 with 1 d . f . which was highly s igni f icant . The 
contingency coeff icient was 0.339-
This was interpreted as confirming the hypothesis that those who are 
airove the median on the attitude scale/score tend also to prefer science 
while those who are below the median tend to rank sciences lower i n their 
order of subject preference.' 
This adds further weight to the main assessment of va l i d i t y based on 
s ixth form answers to the questionnaire .' Taken together, these were 
accepted as validating the test ; 
Since the main test had been modified s l igh t ly i n order to make i t 
specific to physics, a further test of va l id i ty was carried out on the 
k 
smaller group involved i n that particular experiment. Of the fourth 
formers involved i n the Nuffield/conventional comparison, 209 g a v e 
suf f ic ien t information to allow the preference fo r physics, ranked 
as fo r science above, to be compared with the attitude scores '. Again, 
a 2 x 2 table was formed (Appendix J) and X , with Tates' correction, 
was 56j_ wi th 1 d . f . which was highly significant? The contingency 
coefficient was 0.461.' (Also see Appendix J) . 
This was interpreted as confirming the hypothesis that those who 
are above the median on the attitude to physics score tend also to 
prefer physics while those who are below the median tend to rank physics 
lower i n the i r order of subject preference.' Thus, the small changes made 
do not seem to have affected the test adversely.7 
L 
The correlation coefficient between Forms A and B , corrected by 
the Spearman-Brown formula are given i n Table 8.' These are the measure 
of r e l i a b i l i t y . 
Table 81 
SUBJECT r 
• •• Junior 0.'57 
IEAR 1 secondary 0:80 
YEAR 2 » 0?83 
TJEAR 3 " o;84 
YEAR 4 » 0:82 
Nuff ie ld v . Conventional 0?80 
The lower correlation of the junior sample would indicate that the 
lower l imi t s of application of the test have been reached.' This would 
seem reasonable since many statements do not apply to pupils who take 
l i t t l e or no science . The rest may hold some above the comprehension 
of those children. Results for such a sample must be treated with caution. 
The remaining coefficients are a satisfactory indication of r e l i a b i l i t y . ' 
These figures compare favourably with those usually accepted i n attitude 
measurement (114) '. 
Appendix K contains specific information on the r e l i a b i l i t y 
calculations T 
(A 
9 .3 Jesting the Hypotheses 
1 . Null hypothesis Hr»: That those above and below the neutral (5 .'5) 
on the attitude scale tend to be the same i n number so the overall 
median i s 5»5» as against, 
Alternative hypothesis Hj ; That there are s igni f icant ly more pupils 
who are favourable to science than who are not.' 
Attitude Scale . As derived here for attitude to science. 
Sample. 1 066 mixed pupils (used i n the subject-preference va l id i t y , 
median 3.'685). This excludes the junior sample. 
S ta t i s t ica l Test. The median scores were grouped into two independent 
samples, namely, those above 5.5 and those below 5.5 on the scale. 
Normality of d is t r ibut ion cannot be assumed but the scale i s ordinal 
so a non-parametric, test was used. 
Significance l e v e l . H]_ to be accepted i f the probability of finding 
such a deviation i s less than 5$ by chance alone . 
Sampling Dis t r ibut ion. Chi-square , d. 'f . = 1, with la tes ' correction 
for continuity. 
Rejection Region. Since H-^  predicts direction of the difference, a 
one-tailed test i s used. 
Decision. From the results i n Appendix L, % "= 435, with 1 d . f . 
This i s highly significant so H]_ i s accepted! The number of pupils 
on the more 'favourable' side of the scale s ignif icant ly exceeds 
those on the 'unfavourable* side. 
Therefore, the pupils i n the sample tended to be favourable to science. 
Fig . 11 i l lus t ra tes this . 
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Fig. 11 Overall Distr ibution of pupils against their 
attitude to science . 
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This histogram was constructed from the frequency dis t r ibut ion 
of a l l the pupils i n the sample, given i n Appendix L . I t i s apparent 
from this figure that the majority of scores are on the favourable 
end of the attitude scale, that i s , towards the o r ig in . The 
s ta t is t ics above show this displacement to be s igni f icant . 
2? Null hypothesis There i s no difference i n the attitude to science 
between boys and g i r l s , as against, 
Alternative hypothesis Eh: The boys are more favourable to science 
than the g i r l s . ' 
Attitude Scale . As derived here fo r attitude to science? 
Sample . The 468 boys and 45§ g i r l s of the mult i lateral un i t , (three 
modern schools and one grammar school) and a sample of the 62 boys 
and 6 l g i r l s (10+ years old) contributing to the same schools. 
S ta t i s t ica l Test? The hypothesis was to be tested i n each year group 
to see i f boys were more favourable to science than the g i r l s . I t was 
similar ly tested on the overall sample, that i s , with modem and 
grammar school results combined. I t was again tested within the whole 
grammar school sample and within the whole modern school sample. I n 
this way, any difference between boys and g i r l s i n attitude was 
tested fo r i n ; 
(a) the overall , combined sample for each year group. 
(b) the modern school sample fo r each vear c r o n p . 
(c) the grammar school sample for each vear group. 
(d) the junior school sample (one year group) . 
Year 0 was the junior sample, Year 1 was the f i rs t -year secondary 
school sample and so on,' to Year 4 . 
Normality cannot be assumed but the scale i s assumed to be ordinal 
so a non-parametric test was used. 
Significance Level. Accept E]_ i f the probability of finding such'a 
deviation by chance alone i s less than 5%. 
Sampling Dis t r ibut ion. Chi-square, calculated for a median test , xsith 
Yates1 correction fo r continuity, d . f . sa 1 . 
Rejection Region. Since Rj. predicts the direction of the difference, 
a one-tailed test i s used. 
Decision. The attitude-score frequency distributions for each year 
group, i n Appendix M, allowed medians to be calculated and 2 x 2 
tables formed to test boys above and below the median with g i r l s 
above and below the median for each dis t r ibut ion or combined dis t r ibut ion 
Table 9 summarises the results of these median tests, intended to f i nd 
i f one group (boys or g i r l s ) exceeded the other i n number, above or 
below the median. ('Above the median' i s on the more favourable side of 
the attitude scale, that i s , towards lower scores.) 
1 
Table 9 Showing values and associated probability fo r each 
year group. 96 given f i r s t . 1 d . f . p = probability by 
chance alone ? 1 
AGE Overall 
boys v. g i r l s 
Grammar 
boys v. g i r l s 
Modern 
boys v. g i r l s 
Year 0 2.9 
p^ 0.05 — — 
Year 1 3.5 
P < 0.05 
0.6 
P<0.25 
8.5 
p< o. 005 
Year 2 7.7 
P < 0.005 
1.7 
p<0.10 
8.0 
P < O . 005 
Year 3 3.1 
P < 0.05 
0.07 
p< o.k-o 
8.5(5) 
p< 0.0Q5 
Year 4 13.5 
p< 0.0005 
20.3 
p< 0.00Q5 
6.6(4) 
p4 0.005 
Table 9 shows, fo r each age group, f i r s t ; the results of the 
comparison between a l l boys and g i r l s i n that age group, second; 
a comparison between the boys and g i r l s i n the grammar school fo r 
that age group and f i n a l l y ; the same for the boys and g i r l s of 
the modern schools? Note that for Tear 0, the junior sample, they 
cannot be s p l i t fo r the second two comarisons ? Any p<0.05 i s 
A 
accepted as confirming HQ_, that a difference i n attitude exists? 
Thus, a l l of the f i r s t column are s ignif icant , s imilarly with the 
last column and for Year 4 of the grammar school sample . This leads' 
to the following conclusions:-
(a) For the overall sample, H]_ could be accepted at a l l ages? 
This indicates that s igni f icant ly more boys were above the 
median than the g i r l s amd that there i s a difference i n 
attitude with the boys being more favourable to science 
than the g i r l s ? 
(b) For the grammar school sample, HQ was accepted for Tears 1, 
2 and 3. Hi was accepted fo r Tear 4 . That i s , no difference 
was detected u n t i l Tear 4.' I n Tear 4 the boys were more 
favourable i n attitude to science than the g i r l s * 
(c) For the modern school s igni f icant ly more boys were above 
the median than the g i r l s so Hi was accepted at a l l ages, 
therefore, the boys were more favourable i n attitude than 
the g i r l s throughout I 
At this stage i t i s necessary to consider the effect of such a 
difference i n attitude between boys and g i r l s before comparisons are 
made which group them together. 
Appendix N shows that i f the number of g i r l s i n a sample i s 
increased while the number of boys remains the same, then the overall 
mean score w i l l move towards the mean of the g i r l s (that i s , become 
less favourable) .' I n other words, when two mixed groups are 
compared, unless the proportion of g i r l s i n each i s the same, a difference 
could be detected due solely to the difference created by the unbalanced 
number of g i r l s * This would also apply to the median." 
I n the work xirhich follows, the proportion of g i r l s w i l l be equal 
i n groups that are compared.' Excess numbers of g i r l s and boys w i l l be 
removed by a random process to obtain such a balance 
°>l Null Hypothesis H-»: There i s no difference between more able and 
less able pupils i n attitude to science, as against, 
Alternative Hypothesis H - j ; The more able are more favourable to science 
than the less able ". 
Attitude Scale . As derived here fo r attitudes to science. 
Sample . The pupils of the f i r s t four years of the secondary modern 
schools and. the grammar school . The former represented the less 
able while the l a t t e r represented the more able I n each year 
group the proportions o f boys and g i r l s were made equal by random 
removal o f excess scores .' For the actual number o f pupils i n each 
year group, see Appendix 0? 
S t a t i s t i c a l t e s t . A f t e r t h i s balancing, the secondary modern sample 
was compared w i t h the grammar school sample .' Normality could not be 
assumed but an ord ina l scale i s assumed so a nonr-parametric median 
t e s t was used. 
Significance l e v e l . ' Accept i f p r o b a b i l i t y o f f i n d i n g H-^  i s less 
than 5$ by chance alone ''. 
Sampling d i s t r i b u t i on :. Chd-square from the median tes t w i t h Yates * 
correc t ion f o r c o n t i n u i t y . 
Rejection reg ion . Since Hj predicts the d i r e c t i o n of the d i f f e rence , 
a one-tai led tes t i s used 
Decision.' From the resul ts i n Appendix 0 the fo l lowing table was 
compiled; 
Table 10 * p== Probabi l i ty by chance alone 
AGE Probabi l i ty , p 
Tear 1 m- :o p-60 .0005 
Tear 2 20:5 p^ co .0005 
Tear 3 29:0 p 4.0 .0005 
Tear 4 3* P -co .05 
This table gives the value o f chi-square from the median tes t and 
the s ignif icance o f any di f ference i n a t t i t ude between high and low 
a b i l i t y at each year l e v e l ; ' 
I t shows tha t the high a b i l i t y group (that i s , the grammar 
school sample) was more favourable to science than the low ab i l i t y -
group (the modern school sample), especial ly during the f i r s t 
three years o f the secondary school . H]_ was accepted at a l l l eve l s , 
although only j u s t f o r Year 4 . 
4* Null hypothesis Hn; There i s no d i f ference i n a t t i tude to science 
between younger and older pupils i n the secondary school, as against, 
Al ternat ive hypothesis H i ; Younger pupils are more favourable to 
science than older pupi ls 
At t i tude Scale . As derived here f o r a t t i tude to science.' 
Sample As used i n hypothesis 3, matched f o r the proport ion o f g i r l s 
and boys i n each year group. By a s imi l a r reasoning to thsfc given i n 
Appendix N, the proportions o f modern to grammar school pupi ls should 
be the same since the modem school pupils have been demonstrated to 
be less favourable i n att i tude (Hypothesis 3) .' However, since the 
grammar school took about 50fo o f the t o t a l in take , the proport ion o f 
modern to grammar pupi ls f o r Years 1 and 2 was 0.97 a r | d f o r Years 3 
and 4 i t was 1.'02. These were considered close enough to make i t 
unnecessary to adjust the group siizes i n t h i s pa r t i cu l a r sample .' 
The medians were; 
Year 1 : 3.71. Year 2: 3:70, Year 3: 3.83, Year 4 : 4 .15 . 
so years 1 and 2 were taken together and combined f o r comparison w i t h 
combined Years 3 and 4 . The sample sizes were; 
Years 1 and 2: 398, Years 3 and 4 : 424." 
The ove ra l l median was then 3 $46.' The frequency d i s t r i bu t ions are 
given i n Appendix P.' 
S t a t i s t i c a l t e s t . Normality cannot be assumed so a non-parametric 
median tes t was used, as before .' 
Significance Level. H i i s to be accepted i f the p r o b a b i l i t y o f 
f inding, such a dev ia t ion by chance alone i s less than 
Sampling D i s t r i b u t i o n . Chi-square from the median t e s t w i t h Yates 1 
correc t ion f o r con t inu i ty . 1 d . f . 
Reject ion Region; Since H^ predicts the d i r e c t i o n o f the d i f f e rence , 
a one-tai led t e s t i s used. 
Decision. ' From the resul ts i n Appendix P, 3!'507 f o r the median 
t e s t w i t h 1 d . f . f o r which the p r o b a b i l i t y , by chance alone, i s less 
than 0 .05 (1-tai led) ,: Therefore the a l te rna t ive hypothesis H]_ i s 
accepted.' 
ie.' The younger pupils are s l i g h t l y more favourable to science than 
the older pupils i' 
Pigs T 12 and 13 below i l l u s t r a t e the d i s t r i bu t i ons . 
Fig y. 12 YEARS 1 & 2; Histogram: Number o f pupils against a t t i tude 
scores. 
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F i g . 13 YEARS 3 & 4; Histogram; Number o f pupils against a t t i tude 
scores. 
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1l N u l l hypothesis H n : There i s no d i f fe rence i n a t t i tude to physics 
between those pupils fo l lowing a N u f f i e l d Project course i n physics 
and those fo l l owing conventional courses i n physics, as against, 
Al ternat ive hypothesis Hj_; One group i s more favourable i n a t t i t ude 
t o physics than the other 1' 
A t t i tude Scale 2 The modified scale f o r a t t i tude to physics was used, 
as derived here and discussdd. ea r l i e r . ' 
Sample.' Eight grammar school fou r th year forms were selected, such that 
fou r were from schools which had followed the N u f f i e l d Project scheme 
throughout the school l i f e o f those forms and four were from schools 
which d i d not f o l l o w t h i s or another scheme 2 These eight had been 
selected from ten on the basis o f matched a b i l i t y since extremes i n 
a b i l i t y are re lated to a t t i tude (Hypothesis 3)i s ° equivalent streams 
i n the two samples were taken f o r comparison.' This gave 90 boys and 
36 g i r l s fo l l owing the conventional course and 81 boys and 38 g i r l s 
fo l l owing the N u f f i e l d course 2 To el iminate bias due to disproportionate 
numbers o f each sex, the largest random sample was taken g iv ing 81 boys 
and 36 g i r l s fo l l owing the N u f f i e l d course and the same fo l lowing the 
conventional course, that i s 117 i n each group.' The schools were 
widely spread through Durham County and d i d not overlap i n intake . 
Appendix Q gives the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
S t a t i s t i c a l T e s t N o r m a l i t y o f d i s t r i b u t i o n cannot be assumed so a 
non-parametric median tes t was used.'. 
Significance l e v e l ; Accept H]_ i f the p r o b a b i l i t y o f f i nd ing H]_ by 
chance alone i s less than l f 3 ' . ( In t e s t ing t h i s hypothesis, the l f 0 
l e v e l i s prefered to the 5$ i n order to al low f o r any residual v a r i a t i o n 
between teachers causing a t t i tude var ia t ions i n pupi ls not detected by 
Mayer and Penfold and K e l l y (6l and 62) ^ 
Sampling D i s t r i b u t i o n s . Chi-square from the median t e s t , w i t h Yates' 
cor rec t ion f o r c o n t i n u i t y . 1 d . f . 
Rejection Region.' as below, f o r not predic t ing the d i r e c t i o n 
o f the d i f fe rence the t e s t i s two- ta i led other wise i t i s one- ta i l ed . 
Decision.' From the resul ts i n Appendix Q, 5.547 1 d . f . f o r the median 
t e s t , f o r which p 4 0.02 ( two-tai led) and H Q i s accepted.' However, i f 
the tes t had been one- ta i led , p-6 0.01 which would j u s t allow the 
conclusion tha t i s t rue and, i n t h i s case, those fo l lowing the 
conventional courses were s l i g h t l y more favourable i n a t t i tude to 
physics than those fo l lowing the N u f f i e l d course The histograms ( f i g s . 
14 and 15) i l l u s t r a t e the d i s t r i b u t i o n s . These were constructed from 
the informat ion i n Appendix Q. 
Fig '. 14 Histogram showing the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the pupils 
fo l l owing a conventional physics course * 
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Fig.' 15 Histogram showing the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the pupils 
fo l lowing a N u f f i e l d Project physics course '. 
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I t can be concluded t h a t , at the leas t , there i s no 
s i g n i f i c a n t d i f fe rence i n a t t i tude to physics between these 
two groups; one fo l lowing a N u f f i e l d course and the other 
fo l l owing conventional courses . I t also seems that the l a t t e r 
group, i n th i s pa r t i cu l a r sample, gave indicat ions o f being 
s l i g h t l y more favourable to physics than the former;' Examination 
o f the histograms i n Figs . Ik and 15 also indicate a degree o f 
po l a r i s a t i on o f a t t i tude present i n both samples.' 
6 . N u l l hypothesis H Q : There i s no co r re l a t ion between a t t i tude 
to science and attainment, as against, 
Al te rna t ive hypothesis H]_: That there exis ts a posi t ive co r re l a t ion 
between the two, those having a favourable a t t i tude also a t t a i n 
more i n science, provided that some allowance f o r in te l l igence i s 
made . 
At t i tude and At ta inmentThe a t t i tude to science scale derived 
here and the resul ts of end-of-term examinations were used; A mean 
o f the chemistry and physics examination marks was found f o r each 
p u p i l and used as a measure o f attainment. This somewhat crude 
measure was used since i t i s the commonly 'accepted1 measure o f 
achievement i n and out o f schools.' 
Sample .' Three, streamed grammar school forms were used.' The pupils 
were a l l i n the t h i r d year, a f t e r se lect ion at the end o f the 
second year based on school examination resul ts . For each p u p i l , 
his a t t i t ude score and attainment (percentage) was recorded i n 
separate co r r e l a t i on tables according to form (Appendix R) . I n e f f e c t , 
t h i s was ranking the pupils f o r a t t i tude and attainment within each 
form, thus making an allowance f o r over - r id ing Ef fec t s o f in te l l igence . 
The number i n each form was, 33, 25 and 27. 
S t a t i s t i c a l t e s t . The Spearman Hank co r re l a t ion c o e f f i c i e n t , r s , was 
calculated f o r each form to f i n d the measure o f association 
between a t t i tude and attainment. 
Significance Leve l . Accept i f p r o b a b i l i t y o f f i nd ing Hj_ i s 
less than 5fo by chance alone I 
Sampling D i s t r i b u t i o n . Student's t was calculated f o r each 
co r re l a t ion c o e f f i c i e n t to tes t f o r s ign i f i cance . 
Rejection Region.' Since predicts the d i r e c t i o n of the associat i 
a one-tai led tes t was used. 
Decision'. From the resul ts i n Appendix R, f o r form 
3B, r s = 0.37 t = 2.'2k w i t h 31 d . f . p < 0.025 
3C, r s = O.38 t = 2.:06 w i t h 25 d . f . p £0.025 
3D, r s = 0A0 t = 2.42 w i t h 23 d . f . p ^0.025 
( a l l one-tai led) 
so f o r each form was accepted and th i s was in terpre ted as 
meaning tha t w i t h i n each streamed form, there was a posi t ive 
co r r e l a t i on between a t t i tude to science and MitaiB-ment i n the 
examination. That i s , a favourable a t t i tude to science tended 
to be associated w i t h higher attainment i n examinations then 
the f ac to r of a b i l i t y was allowed f o r i ' 
i o : 
Discussion of Results 
There i s no evidence from these results that the d r i f t 
away from science noted by Dainton and others i s due to the 
development o f an unfavourable a t t i tude to science . I n spi te 
o f adverse p u b l i c i t y tha t science and sc ien t i s t s have 
received mainly directed at a lack of soc ia l conscience, as 
described by Professor Cotgrove (119), the p u p i l s ' a t t i t udes , 
as seen i n t h i s sample, are very favourable.' This has i t s 
or ig ins i n , or e a r l i e r than, the f i r s t year o f the secondary 
school since the d i s t r i b u t i o n s (Appendix 0) f o r the j u n i o r 
sample and the year 1 sample show t h i s favourable d i spos i t ion , 
p a r a l l e l i n g Zinn's f indings i n America (74) 1' The d r i f t away 
from science may be due to increased competition from other 
f i e l d s o f work and study now available . 
That, generally, the g i r l s had a less favourable a t t i tude 
than the boys was confirmed.' This was the case throughout the 
modern school, and the jun io r sample, i n spite of l i t t l e or 
no contact w i t h school science, shooed a s i m i l a r d i f fe rence 
s 
This was not the case u n t i l the f o u r t h year f o r the grammar 
school sample . At t h i s stage, the grammar school sample 
would begin spec ia l i sa t ion and take an ar ts or science biassed 
combination o f subjects. ' I f the results f o r the j u n i o r sample 
are v a l i d more widely then t h i s would indicate that the 
d i f fe rence i n a t t i t ude has i t s o r i g i n outside of school science 
and possibly i n hobbies, parental inf luences , sex -d i f fe ren t i a t ed 
play or general disposi t ions which are innate (115) or 
introduced by differences i n the soc i a l i s a t ion process J The 
'Feminine Image' o f Hallworth and Waite and h i s t o r i c a l di f ferences 
would contribute to the differences. ' 
I t should be noted that the d i f ference i s small and that 
there i s considerable overlap w i t h the a t t i tudes o f the boys. 
That the lower a b i l i t y group showed less favourable 
a t t i tudes to science than the higher a b i l i t y group was shown to 
be true . Whether i t i s a lack o f achievement or in te l l igence 
tha t gives r ise to a less favourable a t t i tude or whether the 
l a t t e r gives r ise to the lack of achievement has not been 
es tabl ished. I t could be that the lower a b i l i t y group i s 
characterised by less favourable a t t i tudes to most school a c t i v i t i e s . 
But, once again, the a t t i tude i s not t o t a l l y negative;' A glance at 
the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s , f o r example, Years 1, 2, 3 a n d 4 o f 
Appendix 0, shows that the median score i s s t i l l favourable to 
science . By Year 4, the d i f ference was less i n the sample, 
possibly due to the spec ia l i sa t ion i n the grammar school sample, 
mentioned before I 
For the ove ra l l sample, the a t t i tude o f older pupils i s 
s l i g h t l y less favourable than f o r the younger pupils '. More 
experience i n science, the in t roduc t ion o f quant i ta t ive xtfork and 
a general r a t i o n a l i s i n g o f a t t i tudes f o r the older c h i l d could 
produce the observed d i f ference . I t may be the case w i t h most 
school subjects as t h e i r nature changes throughout the course . 
Elsewhere, outside and ins ide school, c o n f l i c t i n g in teres ts 
could engender value systems and a t t i tudes which are i n i m i c a l 
t o favourable i nc l i na t i ons to science . The older p u p i l i s also 
di rected i n t o , or chooses, spec ia l i s a t ion . This may w e l l r esu l t 
i n a po l a r i s a t i on o f a t t i tudes . 
There i s no evidence that the a t t i tude o f pupils taking 
N u f f i e l d Project physics i s be t te r than those fo l lowing 
conventional courses. Indeed, f o r t h i s sample, those taking 
the N u f f i e l d course were s l i g h t l y less favourable i n a t t i tude 
to physics .r 
The resul ts discussed p r i o r to t h i s pa r t i cu l a r resul t are, 
to some extent , expected since they f i t i n w e l l w i t h the work 
already examined. This validates the scale f u r t h e r so that more 
weight i s given to t h i s r e s u l t . 
So some o f the aims o f the N u f f i e l d scheme f o r physics, 
namely; ' t o present science i n a l i v e l y (and) e x c i t i n g way', and 
to ' a t t r a c t some o f the waverers i n t o a s c i e n t i f i c career. ' are 
u n l i k e l y to be f u l f i l l e d any be t te r than i s done by conventional 
physics courses ? 
I t might be argued tha t t h i s sample included teachers whose 
inf luence produced the less favourable at t i tudes i n N u f f i e l d 
Physics, i n spi te of evidence that the influence o f the teacher 
on a t t i tudes to science i s smal l . There i s evidence, Zinn e t a l , 
(74), and also here, (Hypothesis 4 ) , that the favourable 
a t t i tude generally noted has i t s o r i g i n e a r l i e r than the 
secondary school . Together, i t indicates that the embryonic 
a t t i tude has already been formed f o r secondary school pupils 
before they go to the secondary school!' The frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f o r the f i n a l - y e a r , j u n i o r sample shows a general f a v o u r a b i l i t y 
(Appendix M), i n spite o f many pupils not doing school science 
and most w i t h only one year or less experience o f i t T Indeed, a 
general vague d i spos i t i on towards science could develop as an 
extension o f a c h i l d ' s natural c u r i o s i t y towards the environment 
(117) . Evidence has already been presented f o r an ear ly bias i n 
related f i e l d s (115) . The influence o f the teacher at the 
secondary stage would be confined to one o f a t t i tude changp 
rather than format ion. K e l l y , Meyer and Penfold (6l and 62) have 
shown t h i s inf luence to be su rp r i s ing ly small , i f i t exis ts at a l l 
Mater ia l produced f o r the N u f f i e l d Project i s also available 
to those who do not f o l l o w that course.' I n some way, the 'good' 
parts o f text-books and equipment could be incorporated slowly 
i n t o conventional approaches.' This may w e l l have an e f f e c t on the 
q u a l i t y o f teaching by the l a t t e r method? 
I t s t i l l remains t h a t , whatever the cause, the teacher i s at 
leas t as important as the method.' He i s the strongest and, at the 
same time, the weakest l i n k i n the process.' 
I n view o f past work and the f indings here, i t seems 
reasonable to accept tha t , at the leas t , the N u f f i e l d Project i n 
physics does not produce a more favourable a t t i tude than a 
conventional method. There i s a l i t t l e evidence that the a t t i tude 
o f those fo l lowing a N u f f i e l d Project i n physics i s s l i g h t l y less 
favourable to physics than the other group!1 
The frequency d i s t r i bu t ions o f both groups, (Pigs ,T 14 and 15), 
show a po la r i s a t ion o f a t t i tude which i s in te res t ing . ' This i s not 
so apparent i n the results f o r the more d i f f u s e 'concept o f 
science seen i n Fig. ' 1 1 . The cause o f t h i s was not determined. I t 
may be due to the increased use o f mathematics and mul t ip l e -
step or abstract deduction or i t may be character is t ic o f that 
age group to s i m p l i f y and polarise t h e i r a t t i tudes at an age 
when they might be expected to ra t ional ise t h e i r value systems. 
A s i g n i f i c a n t re la t ionship exis ts between a t t i tude to 
science as measured by the scale and achievement or attainment 
as measured by examination resul ts when a b i l i t y or in te l l igence 
i s allowed f o r . Had a b i l i t y not been taken i n t o account, the 
co r r e l a t i on would have been masked and reduced by i t s over-
r i d i n g e f f e c t s as shown i n the f i n a l table o f Appendix R. As 
expected, although i t was s i g n i f i c a n t ( -0 .4) , the co r r e l a t i on 
i s not except ional ly h igh ; This indicates the operation of 
other fac tors o f xirhich in t e l l igence w i l l be one However, the 
co r r e l a t i on Is high enough to make i t o f some importance . 
Whether or not high attainment reinforces or even causes a 
favourable a t t i tude (and the converse) has not been established 
but i t seems l i k e l y that a favourable a t t i tude w i l l predispose 
a p u p i l to tend to succeed i n examinations and to achieve more . 
From the teacher's point o f view, apart from i t making teaching 
easier, i t i s o f value i n that i t may act i n the same d i r e c t i o n 
as i n t e l l i gence ; 
There are also N u f f i e l d Projects i n biology and chemistry. 
Examination o f a t t i tudes i n these subjects would be o f in t e res t 
f o r comparison. As to the overa l l work, i f i t was repeated i n 
d i f f e r e n t areas w i t h s imi l a r resul ts i t would fu r the r reinforce 
the f i n d i n g s . I n the co r re la t ion between a t t i tude and achievement, 
the sample was small but the resul ts were s i g n i f i c a n t . More 
precise measures o f achievement and a b i l i t y would be u se fu l i n 
f u r t h e r x-Jork.' 
Methods o f a t t i t ude change have not been discussed but 
i t seems that teachers should encourage a favourable a t t i tude 
amongst t h e i r pupils . Differences due to sex, age and ab i l i t y -
can be expected to make t h i s more d i f f i c u l t . New approaches, 
while they should be welcomed, should be compared w i t h ex i s t i ng 
methods i n a l l aspects . I n t h i s way, the best o f a l l methods 
can be combined i n t o an e f f i c i e n t whole ? 
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Appendix A 
Don and Grigor c o l l e c t e d the preferences of school 
subjects from 1858 boys and 1762 g i r l s a t the Intermediate 
C e r t i f i c a t e Stage i n the West of Scotland i n 1919. Their 
r e s u l t s were given i n the form showing the numbers of 
p u p i l s p l a c i n g each subject f i r s t , second, t h i r d , f o u r t h 
and f i f t h i n preference. Their conclusions were drawn 
without s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s . The ta b l e selects some of these 
r e s u l t s and they are seen t o be frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s which 
would all o w a comparison between boys and g i r l s . The 
SUBJECT SEX Ist 2rA 3rd 4* Total 
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Table showing the faquency d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r selected 
subjects. 
nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov method f o r comparing frequency 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s was adopted to t e s t any di f f e r e n c e s i n the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s . For each subject, the r e s u l t s were f i r s t 
accumulated and then converted t o proportions by d i v i d i n g 
by the t o t a l s , 1858 f o r boys and 1762 f o r g i r l s . The d i f f e r e n c e 
i n each d i v i s i o n was determined, D. The modulus of the maximum D 
was selected and t h e % ^ s t a t i s t i c c a l c u l a t e d from^C^ = 4D^ n i n 2 
n^+n^ 
w i t h two degrees of freedom. The p r o b a b i l i t y of such a 
^ occurring by chance alone was found, p. As the r e s u l t s show, 
t h i s was small enough i n a l l cases t o accept the hypothesis t h a t 
the two d i s t r i b u t i o n s d i f f e r e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y . The manner of the di f f e r e n c e i s given. (n^= number of boys. n^= number of g i r l s . ) 
Tables showing accumulated proportions f o r the r e s u l t s on 
the previous page. 
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61 SIS 0-131 o.i».97 0-7fo 1. OOO 
D ©.178 0 3 A O p. I 3 a 
I Max Dl = 0.26O 
p « o . 001 
Therefore boys p r e f e r science more than g i r l s . 
Appendix B 
The following information was extracted from the research. 
The sample size was 8 273 which comprised:-
3 834 boys i n boys' schools 
3 108 g i r l s i n g i r l s ' schools 
7^ 7 boys i n mixed schools 
584 g i r l s i n mixed schools 
The various school subjects were ranked i n order of preference 
and t h i s ranking taken t o indicate the re l a t i v e popularity of the 
subjects. Scores were then assigned t o each subject as follows; 
0 represented that the subject was placed l a s t i n popularity 
by everyone . 
100 represented an 'average1 popularity. 
200 represented that the subject was placed f i r s t i n popularity 
by everyone . 
Intermediate scores then represented degrees of popularity or 
unpopularity. I n p a r t i c u l a r , f o r physics and chemistry, the results 
f o r boys and g i r l s at d i f f e r e n t ages were as follows; 
BOIS 
Physics 95 88 89 97 89 96 94 98 
Chemistry 127 129 133 128 12? 116 120 
Age 12| 13 13i 1^  1 ^ 15 151 16 years 
GIRTS 
(at same ages) 
Physics 98 98 92 81 74 82 83 97 
Chemistry 110 106 103 105 96 101 96 97 
These show how physics maintained i t s position with the boys while i t 
f e l l markedly to 74 f o r g i r l s at l4f- yrs .' The subsequent increase may 
be a resul t of selection and specialisation.' For chemistry f o r the boys, 
the popularity i s above average and i s maintained, while f o r g i r l s i t 
generally declined w i t h increase i n age i' 
Appendix C 
The following information was selected from the research; 
9 127 boys and g i r l s aged 13 years i n London Elementary Schools 
were asked to put the school subjects i n rank order of preference, 
beginning with the most preferred subject. The average rank was 
taken, and the subject placed i n an average rank order, again w i t h 
the most preferred f i r s t . ' The results were as follows:-
Boys Girls 
1: Handwork Dancing 
2: Nature Study Reading 
3: Drawing Composition 
4: History Handwork 
5: Geography Literature 
6. Reading Drawing 
7: D r i l l Singing 
8. Composition Nature Study 
9.' Singing History 
10: Literature D r i l l 
11. Arithmetic Scripture 
12.' Dancing Geography 
13:' grammar Spelling 
14. Spelling Grammar 
15.' Scripture Arithmetic 
The order of preference f o r the boys appears to be d i f f e r e n t from 
that of the g i r l s . To t e s t the s t a t i s t i c a l significance of t h i s 
difference, the Spearman Rank corre l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t was calculated. 
That i s , the rank order of each subject i n one group was compared 
with i t s p o s i t i o n i n the other to see i f there was any association i n 
position, or positive c o r r e l a t i o n ^ 
The following results were obtained;* 
- 362 N ^ 15 C dj_ - difference between the ranks 
f o r each subject i n the two groups . 
N - sample size .) 
Correlation c o e f f i c i e n t , r s - 1 - 6%>d^ 
N 3 - N " 
To te s t f o r significance, t •= r g I N- 2 = 1.35 with 13 d.f. 
J * - * 
( t = Student t d i s t r i b u t i o n with N - 2 d.f.) 
A number as large as 1.35 would occur by chance alone 10$ of the 
time so r s i s not s i g n i f i c a n t and no s i g n i f i c a n t relationship 
between the two preference rankings of subjects was found. 
Therefore, boys prefened d i f f e r e n t subjects to g i r l s . 
Appendix D 
The numbers are for i d e n t i f i c a t i o n only^ 
1.' I know that my s c i e n t i f i c a b i l i t i e s are extremely limited.' 
2.' I think that most people think science i s of l i t t l e use .7 
3. Science leads t o jobs with better wages. 
4. I think lessons f o r such subjects as scripture and. music should 
be replaced by science, which i s more use f u l . 
5. Practical science i s enjoyable 
6. I n nearly a l l decent jobs at least one science i s needed. 
7.' As I do not intend t o pursue science as a career, I f i n d i t o f 
less use than the arts subjects . 
8.' A science job i s a secure one . 
9.' Some of the benefits of learning science I w i l l not know u n t i l 
I am much olderT 
10. Scientists are generally old men. 
I l l ' I f a s c i e n t i s t invents something which does not work he i s 
generally laughed at.' 
13. I might l i k e science when I'm older. 
13I I have yet to see anything worth while at the end of a microscope 
14. Scientists are constructive.' 
15T Scientists are born not made. 
16. I n modern times, science i s the most important occupation i n l i f e 
17. Scientists are respected members of the community. 
18. I don't see why anyone who does not need science f o r the job he 
wants should have to take science 
19. Scientists have an i n t e r e s t i n g job. 
20. Experiments are interesting.' 
21. The work involved i n an experiment i s boring. 
22. There i s too much science i n my timetable.' 
23. Being a s c i e n t i s t i s hard work. 
24.' To become a s c i e n t i s t means too much study ? 
25.' Scientists make the world a better place to l i v e i n l ' 
26.' Scientists think a d i f f e r e n t way to me . 
27.' I would not l i k e t o do a l l the calculating and measuring 
involved i n a scie n t i s t ' s xtforkI 
28.' Science i s an important thing i n our li v e s 2 
29. Science i s i n t e r e s t i n g but I could not be bothered to work 
out formulas . 
30.' I would l i k e t o be a s c i e n t i s t because I l i k e to use equipment. 
31. I f I were a s c i e n t i s t I would not be using the same equipment 
a l l the time, l i k e a factory worker I 
32.' Lots of things i n science can't be seen and you just have to 
believe that things are there and imagine what they look l i k e I 
33. Science i s the future . 
34. Scientists spend most of t h e i r time i n laboratories. 
35. Scientists work f o r years on one thing and seldom f i n d what they 
are yi-Mng for.' 
36. The things I have learned i n my science lessons have been useful 
i n my hobbies 2 
37. Being a s c i e n t i s t you learn about the Earth and i t s ways . 
38. Without s c i e n t i s t s , the human race would s t i l l be almost as 
primitive as men of the stone-age . 
39. We learn useful things from science;' 
40.' A s c i e n t i s t must be able t o look at things from many d i f f e r e n t 
angles .' 
41. Work on science i s time well spent T 
42.' Science w i l l be very useful as i t helps to know how things ttfork 
i n the house .' 
43. The modern subjects are the sciences so learning them w i l l help 
me a great deal. 
44. I t i s an advantage to have some q u a l i f i c a t i o n i n science no 
matter what career i s intended. 
45.' I enjoy doing science . 
46. I am not clever enough to do science '. 
47.' I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to work i n a laboratory w i t h scientists.' 
48.' The work i n science i s hard * 
49.' A sci e n t i s t ' s work i s monotonous.' 
50. Science leads to an in t e r e s t i n g job l 
51. I am interested i n finding out how and why things work^' 
JOT n 
ID: 
52. To be good at science you mist be mechanically minded.' 
53. The main task of a s c i e n t i s t i s to f i n d out as much as he 
can about the world around us.' 
54. I have never considered being a s c i e n t i s t * 
55» Science has made our high standard of l i v i n g possible 
56 T Sciences are about facts and substances ? 
57 > Science requires a f l a i r f o r mathematics.' 
58. A s c i e n t i s t has a dangerous job. 
5 9 A s c i e n t i s t has a d u l l l i f e . ' 
60. Those who f i n d mathematics d i f f i c u l t can't do sciences. 
61. A s c i e n t i s t has no social l i f t e d 
62. Scientists have to be dedicated ;7 
63. A s c i e n t i s t has to have patience .* 
6k* A s c i e n t i s t tends to be cut o f f from the rest of the world T 
65. Most people don't f i n d a use f o r science i n the future I 
66.' Science i s uninteresting.' 
67 I I study the work i n science u n t i l i t f i n a l l y sinks inT 
68. Science i s a waste of time .' 
69^ ' Science i s not important f o r the ordinary person. 
70.' After the examinations I forget a l l that I have learned i n 
science .' 
71. I f i n d science boring.' 
72.' Later on i n l i f e I won't remember anything I've learned i n 
science .' 
73.' Understanding science gives a greater understanding i n other 
subjects .' 
74." I sometimes wish I was better at science but I don't r e a l l y 
think i t matters 
75 T The t r a i n i n g science gives helps unsc i e n t i f i c people t o 
understand the basic principles of what makes thing work.' 
76.' Many people who have not been taught science are frightened 
by i t . 
77. Science should be l e f t t o those who are dedicated to i t . ' 
7 8The world and nature are to be enjoyed, not exploitedT 
79. Science i s not very u s e f u l . 
80.' I n most careers, a knowledge of science i s h e l p f u l , i f not 
ess e n t i a l . 
81.' Nowadays, passes i n science are i n demand. 
82; Science i s becoming more and more important I 
83! Lessons i n science could be used more p r o f i t a b l y . 
84'.r Sciences are only to make l i f e easier and the human species 
even more lazy. 
85.' I n the name of science, many animals are k i l l e d each year. 
86. ' I n many ways, science can be a curse on mankind * 
87!' Anyone who i s interested i n science should have a very good 
career. 
8 8Science means progress 
89.' Science rules the worldT 
90. Science i s the means by which l i f e i s preserved, created or 
destroyed; 
91. A l l the luxuries we take f o r granted are of s c i e n t i f i c o r i g i n . 
92. Science provides a l l the ideas upon which the a r t i s t can 
elaborate . 
93 i I f i t were not f o r science, things would not be done so quickly 
or e f f i c i e n t l y . 
94.' Science has helped to make our l i v e s more comfortable and 
enjoyable . 
95. I t i s impossible to escape from science today.' 
96 1' Science i s cold and impersonal. 
97 • Science helps people t o think along l o g i c a l lines .' 
98.' Common sense i s of f a r more use than science . 
99.' Science should only be taught to those who want to use i t as a 
basis f o r study and employment. 
100. Science i s d i f f i c u l t to learn.' 
101.4 I doubt i f I could f i n d a decent job i f I did not have an 
'O'-level i n science^ 
102". Science i s sometimes interesting.' 
103. Science i s not d i f f i c u l t t o understand.' 
104. ' I t w i l l be useful f o r me to learn science . 
105. Ify parents l i k e me to know about science * 
/£ 
106. Science i s important'. 
107 . Science can be fun. 
1081' Science i s usually misused and one day w i l l destroy the 
world. 
109. The fate of the world i s i n the hands of the scientist.' 
110.' A s c i e n t i s t must be humane.' 
111? Today, the s c i e n t i s t i s not held i n very high esteem.' 
1121' Scientists are wrongly blamed f o r the troubles oi the world. 1 
113. Scientists are too narrow i n t h e i r views." 
U4. Scientists possess too much poxver i n our society.' 
115? Science and i t s inventions have caused more: harm than good.' 
116. ' Scientists are usually s o l i t a r y people . 
117. A s c i e n t i s t job i s a lonely one . 
11©..We should understand simple everyday events and science helps 
us to do t h i s . 
119.' Someone intending to do science must be keen and r e a l l y l i k e 
his subject. 
120. A s c i e n t i s t i s usually uncultured. 
121. Science sharpens the mind 1' 
foi 
Appendix E. 
Graphs showing accumulative proportions of judges p l a c i n g 
a statement i n each group. Graphs 3i 4 5 33 •> and 3^ are 
incorporated i n the text as pages ^5 and 46. 
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Appendix F 
As -well as the original statement number, new sub-numbers are 
given as are s and Q values . 
Sub-
No. 
State s Q FORM A 
1 16 0.1 1.8 I n modern times, science i s the most 
important occupation i n l i f e * 
2 38 1*1 1.6 Without scientists, the human race would 
s t i l l be almost as primitive as men of 
the stone-age ; 
3 88 1.2 2.0 Science means progress 1' 
4 121 2.3 1.6 Science sharpens the mind. 
5 47 2.5 1.6 I t i s interesting to work i n a laboratory 
with scientists. ' 
6 50 3.1 1.4 Science leads to an interesting job 
7 36 3-3 1.5 The things I have learned i n my science 
lessons have been useful i n my hobbies 1' 
8 37 4.0 1.8 Being a scientist you learn about the Earth 
and i t s ways . 
9 31 4.1 1.4 I f I were a scientist I would not be using 
the same equipment a l l the time l ike a 
factory worker.' 
i o : 12 5.2 1.1 I might l i ke science when I 'm older. 
1 1 57 5.6 1.5 Science required a f l a i r f o r mathematics . 
12 60 6.2 1.5 Those who f ind mathematics d i f f i c u l t can't 
do science 
13 32 6.3 2.0 Lots of things i n science just can't be seen 
and you just have to believe that things are 
there and imagine what they look l ike .' 
14 100 7.0 1.7 Science i s d i f f i c u l t to learn.' 
15 27 7.4 1.4 I would not l ike to do a l l the calculating 
and measuring involved i n a scientist 's work. 
16 18 8.1 1.6 I don't see why anyone who does not need 
science fo r the job he wants should have to 
take science(s) . 
17 111 8.1 1.6 Today, the scientist i s not held i n very high 
esteem. 
18 66 9.5 Science i s uninteresting. 
19 86 9.5 1.9 I n many ways, science can be a curse on mankind 
Sub-
No. 
State s Q 
20 115 10.3 1.5 Science and i t s inventions have caused 
more harm than good.' 
21 68 10.5 0.6 Science i s a waste of time . 
FORM B 
1 33 0.7 1.8 Science i s the future . 
2 25 1.0 1.8 Scientists make the world a better place 
to l ive in." 
3 55 1.7 1.8 Science has made our high standard of 
l i v i n g possible. 
4 28 1.8 1.4 Science i s an important thing i n our lives . 
5 97 2.5 1.6 Science helps people to think along logical 
lines . 
6 30 2.5 1.7 I would l ike to be a scientist because I 
l ike to use equipment. 
7 42 3-3 1.3 Science w i l l be very useful as i t helps to 
know how things work i n the house .' 
8 17 3.5 1.8 Scientists are repected members of the 
community.: 
9 112 ^.3 1.7 Scientists are wrongly blamed for the 
troubles of the world. 
10 105 4.9 1.3 Ify parents l ike me to know about science. 
l l 15 5 J6 1.2 Scientists are born not made. 
12 56 5.7 0.9 Sciences are about facts and substances . 
13 48 6.6 2.0 The work i n science i s hard. 
14 74 6.9 1.8 I sometimes wish I was better at science but 
I don't really think i t matters . 
15 117 7.5 1.5 A scientist 's job i s a lonely one . 
16 24 7-9 1.4 To become a scientist means too much study. 
17 22 8.5 1.8 There i s too much science i n my timetable . 
18 120 8.8 1.8 A scientist i s usually uncultured. 
19 96 9.5 2.0 Science i s cold and impersonal." 
20 71 9-9 1.4 I f ind science boring.' 
21 68 10.5 0.6 Science- i s a waste of time . 
Appendix G 
Simulation of Complex (Multiple-Foci) Attitudes . 
I t might be expected that the model with one focus i s too 
simple .' A more complex model can be demonstrated by a simulation 
experiment.' 
To i l l u s t r a t e the method, consider an attitude comprising 
two f o c i , one of which gives twice the probability of endorsement 
of the other.' I n an attitude test , such as the one used here, i t 
consists of several aspects of science, for example^ items of 
bel ief -disbel ief and items of l ike-d is l ike as described by Katz (19) . 
This would allow the expression of two or more f o c i . One could be 
more strongly held than the other and this i s represented by the 
one with the greater probabi l i ty . Suppose the two foci to be at 1.0 
and 3.5 on the 0 - 1 1 scale ". The 3.5 i s to be the one with twice 
the probability of the other 1' 
By taking 40 equally spaced statements of separation 0.28, 
(— H/4O), and casting a die such that 1 and 6 indicate that focus 
i .0 i s endorsed while 2, 3, 4 and 5 indicate that focus 3.5 i s 
endorsed, the higher probability i s given to the l a t t e r attitude .' 
I n this way, the movement of the mean can be followed. As the die 
indicates each focus, statement values on either side are added 
in to the sequence, these being the more probable according to the 
simple model. Thus, a typical sequence might be; 
3.5, 3-5 - 0.28, 1.0, 3.5 + 0.28, 1.0 - 0.28, 1.0 + 0.28, 
3.5 - 2(0.28), 3.5 + 2(0.28) . 
As before, each focus has a stable region but one 'saturates' 
f i r s t (1.0 i n this case) and d r i f t s . ' This has i t s effect on the 
overall mean. The method allows two foc i to be combined, allowing 
them to eventually d r i f t . ' I t assumes, as before, a 'perfect ' 
method of endorsement i n which statements nearest to and on 
either side of each focus are selected f i r s t , i n this case 
according to the predetermined probabil i ty . 
The graph shows the movement of the mean i n an actual t r i a l 
of this sort.' 
5 -
Attitude 4 -
Score-
Mean 3 -
Value 
2 -
1 -
0 
Foci: 1.0 and 3.5 
li2 probability 
respectively 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Endorsement number 
Many actual results displayed a remarkable s imi la r i ty to 
th is form, for example; 
Attitude 
Score-
Mean 
Value 
.to 
_ _ _ - ® •CD 
Two experimental 
results 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Endorsement number 
Most observed results could be explained according to the single 
focus or the multiple foc i model.' I n that l a t t e r case, as few as two 
foci were usually s u f f i c i e n t . Graphs beginning with negative slopes 
are demonstrated by having the more negative attitude leading ? 
From the observed results given, i t can be seen that by about the 
tenth endorsement, the mean has begun to s tabi l i se . This was true of 
the majority of cases .' 
Appendix E 
FULL NAME AGE years months 
Instructions 
1 * Read through a l l the statements. 
Zl Choose the TEN that you most agree with and put a t ick (*0 on the 
l ine next to each one.' 
3T Look at the ten you have just chosen and put 1 next to the one you 
agree with most.' Then put 2 next to the one you agree with next and 
so on u n t i l a l l ten have numbers, one to ten. 
4 . When this has been done, at the end make a l i s t of the school subjects 
you prefer, beginning with the one you l ike most and ending with the 
one you l ike least . 
HffSIffS 
I don't see why anyone who does not need physics for the job he wants 
should have to take physics .' 
I n modern times, science i s the most important occupation i n l i f e . 
I might l ike physics when I 'm older 
_ Physics i s d i f f i c u l t to learn. 
The things I have learned i n my science lessons have been useful i n my 
hobbies . 
Those who f ind mathematics d i f f i c u l t can't do physics. 
.Being a scientist you learn about the Earth and i t s ways '. 
_Lots of things i n physics can't be seen and you just have to believe 
that things are there and imagine what they look l i k e . 
Science means progress . 
I n many ways science can be a curse on mankind". 
_Science requires a f l a i r fo r mathematics . 
I t i s interesting to work i n a laboratory with scientists . 
I f I were a scientist I would not be using the same equipment a l l the 
time l ike a factory worker'. 
Physics i s uninteresting. 
Physics sharpens the mind. 
Science and .^ts inventions have done more harm than good.' 
Today the scientist i s not held i n very high esteem. 
I would not l ike to do a l l the calculating and measuring involved i n 
a scientist 's work. 
Physics leads to an interesting job. 
_Physics i s a waste o f time .' 
JTo become a s c i e n t i s t means too much study'. 
_Science i s the f u t u r e .' 
parents l i k e me t o know about science * 
JE sometimes wish I was b e t t e r a t physics b u t I don't r e a l l y t h i n k 
i t matters.' 
_Science w i l l be very u s e f u l as i t helps t o know how t h i n g work i n 
the house.' 
_Sciences are about f a c t s and substances '. 
^ S c i e n t i s t s make the world a b e t t e r place t o l i v e i n . ' 
J S c i e n t i s t s are respected members o f the community.' 
_The work i n physics i s hard;' 
Jrhysics i s c o l d and impersonal. 
A s c i e n t i s t i s u s u a l l y u n c u l t u r e d . 
S c i e n t i s t s are born not made . 
Science helps people t h i n k along l o g i c a l l i n e s .' 
S c i e n t i s t s are wrongly blamed f o r the t r o u b l e s o f the w o r l d . 
I f i n d physics boring'. 
There i s too much physics i n my tim e t a b l e .' 
A s c i e n t i s t ' s j o b i s a l o n e l y one. 
I would l i k e t o be a s c i e n t i s t because I l i k e t o use equipment. 
your l i s t o f school subjects i n order on the next s i d e . 
Appendix I 
V a l i d i t y from Sixth-Form Results 
The scores obtained from the 66 a r t s and science p u p i l s o f the 
s i x t h - f o r m 'were arranged i n t o the f o l l o w i n g frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n 
t a b l e ; 
Number o f six t h - f o r m e r s 
A t t i t u d e i n each group 
score ARTS SCIENCES 
0 .0 - Oft 
0,5 - 0:9 
1 . 0 - 1 ft ~~ 3 
i:5-l % 2 
ZiO - 2ft 8 
2:5 - 2:9 5 9 
3 :o - 3 % 3 6 
3:5 - 3:9 6 1 
4 ;o - 4 ft 5 3 
4.'5 - 4.'9 3 1 
5 :o - 5 .4 3 0 
5:5 - 5:9 3 1 
6;o -6 ft 1 
6 ;'5 - 6 .'9 1 
7 . 0 - 7 ft 2 
7 3 - 7.r9 
8 . 0 - 8 ft 
• 
• 
E 3Z 34 
For which the Overall Median Score =• 3.3 
Using the median t e s t , the above sample was s p l i t i n t o groups 
having a t t i t u d e scores above and below the median i n a r t s and i n 
science s p e c i a l i s t s . The 2 x 2 t a b l e was thus constructed and X 
c a l c u l a t e d t o t e s t i f the numbers i n the c e l l s d i f f e r e d between 
a r t s and sciences '. 
Above ffln.' Below Min. 
ARTS 7 24 32 
SCIENCES 26 8 34 
S 33 33 66 
X1- 15.9 w i t h 1 d.f. 
Since i t i s expected t h a t the median o f the sciences group 
w i l l be l e s s t h a n the median o f the a r t s group ( i . e . more 
f a v o u r a b l e ) , a o n e - t a i l e d t e s t i s p o s s i b l e . 
A X 1 as l a r g e as t h i s would occur by chance alone i n p< Jr(0. OGL) 
i . e . p < 0.0005 o f occasions.' 
Therefore, The sciences group i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y more favourable 
i n a t t i t u d e t o sciences than the a r t s group. 
which i s an i n d i c a t i o n t h a t the t e s t i s v a l i d . ' 
Appendix J 
Subject- Preference V a l i d i t y ; O v e r a l l r e s u l t s f o r Science 
The o v e r a l l sample (eg. Appendix L) was s p l i t i n t o those 
having a t t i t u d e scores above or below the o v e r a l l median and, 
a t the same time,, ranking science i n the f i r s t f o u r places 
(Ranks 1 and 2) or below (Ranks 3 and 4), as explained on p 
The median a t t i t u d e score f o r the 1 066 r e s u l t s was 3*685. 
2 x 2 t a b l e showing the number o f pu p i l s above and below the 
median on the a t t i t u d e scale (score) and the ranki ng given t o 
science (category) 
7"~-§core Above 
Median 
Below 
Median E 
Ranks 
1 & 2 356 162 518 
Ranks 
3 & 4 177 371 
E 533 533 • 1 066 
From t h i s were found; 
X*- 139 1 d . f . Very h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t (p«fcoo 
Contingency c o e f f i c i e n t ; c - O.339 
which i n d i c a t e s t h a t those above the median on the s c a l e , i . e . 
favourable i n a t t i t u d e , also tend t o p r e f e r science, w h i l e those 
below the median do not.' This i s as expected and i s a f u r t h e r 
c o n f i r m a t i o n t h a t the t e s t i s v a l i d . ' 
Subject- Preference V a l i d i t y : Results f o r the physics ( N u f f i e l d 
versus Conventional) Comparison 
This process was repeated f o r the sample used i n the N u f f i e l d / 
conventional physics comparison and the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were 
obtained; 
2 x 2 t a b l e showing number o f p u p i l s above and below the 
median on the a t t i t u d e t o physics scale and the ranking 
given t o physics . 
7 ^ $ c o r e Above 
Median 
Below 
I n d i a n 
Ranks 
1 & 2 77 22 99 
Ranks 
3 & 4 27 83 110 E 104 105 209 
From t h i s were found; 
% - 56 .1 1 d . f . Very h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t (y> ^ ( V o o i ) ) 
Contingency c o e f f i c i e n t C = 0.46l 
which i n d i c a t e s t h a t those favourable i n a t t i t u d e t o physics 
also p r e f e r i t and those l e s s favourable tend t o p r e f e r i t 
l e s s . This i s a s a t i s f a c t o r y i n d i c a t i o n t h a t the modified t e s t 
was a l s o v a l i d and was t e s t i n g what i t was intended t o do. 
P a r t i c u l a r frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s are presented l a t e r . 
Appendix K. 
The t e s t had been constructed i n a s p l i t - h a l f form so 
tha t two scores could be obtained, one on Form A, the other 
on Form B. The c o r r e l a t i o n between these scores g i v e s an 
i n d i c a t i o n of the r e l i a b i l i t y of the t e s t . 
The s c ores are s e t out i n c o r r e l a t i o n t a b l e s , each c e l l 
being one u n i t wide f o r each Form. The Spearman rank 
c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , r , was c a l c u l a t e d for each year 
s 
and was c o r r e c t e d by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula 
to give the o v e r a l l r e l i a b i l i t y . The s i g n i f i c a n c e of r was 
S 
obtained. 
Year 0 r e p r e s e n t s the j u n i o r school sample, Year 1, 
the secondary f i r s t year sample and so on to Year k. There 
i s a l s o a t a b l e f o r the N u f f i e l d versus Conventional t e s t . 
G e n e r a l l y , the r e l i a b i l i t i e s were found to be acceptable 
( r ^ 0.80) but that of the j u n i o r sample was lower. 
The notation i s repeated again f o r convenience; 
r s - ^ 2+J£J&^ZA w h e r e ^ x 2 = ^ N - £ T , 
s i m i l a r l y f or y . 
t 3 - t 
T = — — — where t = number t i e d i n any one group. 
T d = d i f f e r e n c e squared between corresponding ranks. 
N = number of observations. 
t = Student's t s t a t i s t i c . d.f. = degrees of freedom, 
p = p r o b a b i l i t y . r = r e l i a b i l i t y . 
Table of Form A score a g a i n s t Form B score f or r e l i a b i l i t y 
c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
Form B score ( I ) 
f 
Year 0 
2 1 O 
o* 
9? 
» 
O 
0* <* i o 
0> 
o 
5 
i 
«> in • 5 i 
o o 
i l l -
l.o - 1.9 1 / : H\i 
2-0-2$ / 25 22 9 1 I n ! Jo 
— " V - J 1 - J • — « 
j .-48: « i 3.0-3.9 / 12 22 II 1 6 2 / 
So-5.9 J j i /2/ 
6.0-69 I 1 122, 
1:0 - 79 _ L _ I 
60-89 j ! : 
\ 
— • -
z 271 5 f / : j«a 
6S / • 3 U 9 122 
From which the fo l l o w i n g were found; 
/V3-/V 
/55"OG2 Hy2- ~ S i ^ /30J96" 
IT; = 0.394-
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 4.8 121 d.f. which i s h i g h l y 
s i g n i f i c a n t , ( p < 0 . 0 0 1 ) , so Form A c o r r e l a t e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
with form B. (The c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e . ) 
The Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula gives the r e l i a b i l i t y 
r = O.57 f o r the whole t e s t . 
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Table of Form A score a g a i n s t Form B score f or r e l i a b i l i t y -
c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
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From which the f o l l o w i n g were found; 
J*7Ti = 8 0 S 2 8 Z Z l y * ^ 75%9\0 IZx*-769fe7o 
Ts = 0-67 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 13.4 211 d.f. which i s h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t , 
(p<;o.ool), so Form A c o r r e l a t e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y with form B. 
(The c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e ) . 
The S h e a r m a n - B r own Prophecy formula gi v e s a r e l i a b i l i t y 
r = 0.80 for the whole t e s t . 
Table of Form A score a g a i n s t Form B score for r e l i a b i l i t y 
c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
Form B score (Y) 
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From which the fo l l o w i n g were found; 
12. J 
EI d L 1 ^ 5-13112. 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 15.2 229 d.f. which i s h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t , 
(p - £ 0 . 0 0 1 ) , so Form A c o r r e l a t e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y with Form B. 
(The c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e . ) 
The Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula gi v e s a r e l i a b i l i t y 
r = O.83 f o r the whole t e s t . 
Table of Form A score a g a i n s t Form B score f o r R e l i a b i l i t y 
C o r r e l a t i o n s . 
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From which the f o l l o w i n g were found; 
N1~N g III4.09Z ZTuz = lObkSSZ 7Zx*=)o77ZS$ 
ILc£~ 571 4>S7 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : _t = 17»5 231 d.f. which i s h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t , 
£p -iO .001) , so Form A c o r r e l a t e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y with Form B. 
(The c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e . ) 
The Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula gives a r e l i a b i l i t y 
r = 0.84 f o r the whole t e s t . 
(to 
Table of Form A score a g a i n s t Form B score for r e l i a b i l i t y -
c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
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From which the f o l l o w i n g were found; 
/V3WV 
/2 = / zi+o 577.5- 2 ^ y 2 = / 2 o 2 o^o 2 x l = //96 5*3-5 
1 3 ct2 - T 3 J Z<,fc7 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 15.3 2Mfd.f. which i s h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t , 
(p<r 0 .001), so Form A c o r r e l a t e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y with Form B. 
(The c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e . ) 
The Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula gi v e s a r e l i a b i l i t y 
r = 0.82 f o r the whole t e s t . 
Table o f Form A score a g a i n s t Form B score f o r r e l i a b l i t y 
c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
Form B score (Y) 
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From w h i c h the f o l l o w i n g were fo u n d ; 
!^=JL = 1 307 ^  EV -/ 25u. a°> Tlx?* IMASLS 
IZ 3 
K^ 2 = %7Z ISO 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 13.4 24? d . f . which i s h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t , 
( p < 0 .001), so Form A c o r r e l a t e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y w i t h Form B. 
(The c o r r e l a t i o n i s p o s i t i v e . ) 
The Spearman-Brown Prophecy f o r m u l a g i v e s a r e l i a b i l i t y 
r = 0.80 f o r t h e whole t e s t . 
Appendix L 
For hypothesis 1 
To t e s t the general a t t i t u d e t o science o f the sample, the 
o v e r a l l frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n was found. 
Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n o f a t t i t u d e t o science 
scores f o r the whole o f the sample . 
A t t i t u d e 
Score Frequency 
1 :o - 1 ;4 31 
1,5-1.9 5 
2:0 - z:u 49 
2:5 - 2.9 164 
3-0 - 3.4 204 
3 3 - 3.'9 131 
41'0 - 4.4 112 
4 .'5 - 4.9 72 
5.'0 - 5:4 49 
5:'5 - 5.'9 78 
6 : o - 6.4 60 
6:5 - 6:9 56 
7. 0 - 7:4 42 
7:5 - 7:9 15 
8 :o - 8 ;4 5 
8.5-8 :'9 1 
9 :o - 9.4 2 
9:5 - 9:'9 0 
Sample size 1 066 
Therefore, 
Number expected above 5.5 = 533 
and Number expected below 5'l5 - 533 
but Number observed above 5i'5 - 873 
and Number observed below 5-5 - 193 
XS 18Z3_zjml2 + T533 - 193)2 
533 533 
= 435 w i t h 1 d . f . ( o n e - t a i l e d ) 
A value o f % as h i g h as t h i s i s u n l i k e l y t o occur by 
chance alone 1' (p* 5 1 O.ool) 
This demonstrates t h a t the g e r e r a l a t t i t u d e t o science o f 
the sample was fa v o u r a b l e . 
Appendix M 
f o r H y p o t h e s i s 2. 
I n t e s t i n g f o r d i f f e r e n c e s i n a t t i t u d e between boys and g i r l s 
grammar and modern s c h o o l s were c o n s i d e r e d s e p a r a t e l y , as w e l l 
as t o g e t h e r . Each year was t e s t e d i n t h i s manner, f r o m Year 
One, t h e f i r s t y ear o f t h e secondary s c h o o l s , t o Year Four, 
th e f o u r t h year o f the secondary s c h o o l s . Year 0, the p r i m a r y 
sample was a l s o t e s t e d s i m i l a r l y , b u t c o u l d n o t , o f course, be 
d i v i d e d i n t o grammar and modern samples. The f o l l o w i n g 
f r e q u e n c y d i s t r i b u t i o n s were dr^awn up. 
Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r each ye a r group f o r grammar, modern, 
boys and g i r l s s e p a r a t e l y . 
A t t i t u d e YEAR ONE YEAR TWO 
score Grammar Modern Grammar ' Modern 
Boys G i r l s Boys G i r l s Boys G i r l s Boys G i r l s 
1.0-1.4 1 1 
1.5-1.9 1 3 
2 .0-2.4 3 1 2 7 6 1 
2 .5-2 .9 9 15 14 3 13 11 12 3 
3 .0-3 .4 17 20 9 4 19 11 11 7 
3.5-3-9 10 10 9 5 3 6 8 7 
4 .0-4 .4 3 8 9 3 5 10 6 3 
4 .5-4 .9 2 3 5 6 1 4 3 2 
5.0-5.A. 0 3 2 2 1 2 1 8 
5 .5-5.9 0 6 7 3 2 4 0 7 
6.0-6.4 0 1 4 3 1 1 6 7 
6 .5-6.9 0 0 1 8 1 1 5 4 
7.0-7.4 1 0 2 5 1 0 2 4 
7 .5-7 .9 1 1 2 2 
8 .0-8.4 1 1 1 
8 .5-8 .9 
9.0-9.4 
9.5-9.9 
23 45 67 66 44 56 60 58 54 
A t t i t u d e 
score 
TEAR THREE TEAR FOUR 
Grammar Modern Grammar Modern 
Boys G i r l s Boys G i r l s Boys G i r l s Boys G i r l s 
1.0-1.4 4 2 3 2 
1.5-1.9 1 1 1 0 
2.0-2.4 7 7 3 3 2 1 
2.5-2.9 13 12 7 4 7 7 10 2 
3 .0-3 .4 14 12 13 2 16 11 12 2 
3 .5-3 .9 4 7 6 9 5 3 11 8 
4.0-4.4 10 6 8 5 3 9 12 6 
4 .5-4 .9 3 3 5 8 3 5 9 9 
5.0-5.4 1 1 4 6 1 2 8 2 
5-5-5.9 1 1 1 5 3 6 6 8 
6.0-6.4 1 3 3 4 1 3 1 2 
6.5-6.9 0 0 5 9 0 10 3 4 
7.0-7.4 2 0 0 4 1 5 2 5 
7 .5-7.9 0 1 4 2 3 0 0 
8.0-8.4 1 1 1 
8.5-8.9 1 
9.0-9.4 
9.5-9.9 
61 56 58 60 49 68 75 49 
A t t i t u d e 
score TEAR 
Boys G i r l s 
1.0-1.4 
1.5-1.9 
2.0-2.4 4 1 
2 .5-2 .9 25 18 
3 .0-3 .4 22 20 
3 .5-3 .9 6 10 
4.0-4.4 2 7 
4 .5-4.9 1 2 
5.0-5.4 1 0 
5 .5-5.9 1 1 
6.0-6.4 2 
6.5-6.9 
7 .0-7.4 
7.5-7.9 
8.0-8.4 
E 62 61 
For each s e t of boys and g i r l s , the median was found. 
T h i s was repeated with the o v e r a l l (grammar + modern) sample 
fo r each year. From t h i s median, the number of boys and g i r l s 
above and below i t were found and 2x2 t a b l e s drawn up to show 
the number of boys a,Jaove and below the median compared with 
the number of g i r l s above and below the median. 
The median t e s t was used to t e s t the s i g n i f i c a n c e of any 
d i f f e r e n c e , as described on page 62.^ti^ was c a l c u l a t e d with 
one degree of freedom and the p r o b a b i l i t y that such a X 2 
could occur by chance alone, p, was determined. The t e s t was 
o n e - t a i l e d , t h a t i s , the d i r e c t i o n of a d i f f e r e n c e was 
p r e d i c t e d i n the i n i t i a l hypothesis. I n t h i s case, the boys 
were expected to be more favourable than the g i r l s i n a t t i t u d e 
to s c i e n c e . The value of p was therefore halved. p< 0.05 
was accepted as confirming the a l t e r n a t i v e hypothesis t h a t 
the boys were more favourable to s c i e n c e than the g i r l s . 
On t h i s b a s i s , a l l o v e r a l l samples showed a s i g n i f i c a n t 
d i f f e r e n c e , a l l modern school samples did l i k e w i s e , as did 
the f o u r t h year of the grammar school sample and the j u n i o r 
school sample, Year 0. 
The 2x2 t a b l e s follow. 
Tables to compare- boys' a t t i t u d e scores above and below the 
medians w i t h g i r l s ' a t t i t u d e scores above and below the median. 
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Appendix N. 
The E f f e c t of a Disproportionate number of G i r l s on the 
Overall Mean A t t i t u d e Score of a Sample. 
Let the number of boys be k and the t o t a l f o r the boys' 
a t t i t u d e scores be B. 
Let the number of g i r l s be x and the t o t a l f o r the g i r l s ' 
a t t i t u d e scores be G. 
B + G 
.*. Overall mean a t t i t u d e score = "(x+kT = ^* 
G —• 
Now — = G (mean a t t i t u d e score f o r the g i r l s and t h i s i s 
constant as x v a r i e s . ) 
• n/r B + xG B X x 
• * M = ~ ( x ^ k ) = 7x7kT + G Ti^kT" 
To t e s t how the o v e r a l l mean score v a r i e s w i t h the number of 
g i r l s ; 
dM B ~ (x+k)-x 
dx" = Tx+k? + G ( x + k ) 4 
- ^ ~ B 
~ (x+k) x (x+kF 
= Gk - B 
Tx^kF" 
Now i t has been established i n t h i s work t h a t , u s u a l l y , 
G < B A « So Gk<B (x>0, k>0, B>0, G>0.) 
.*. ~ < 0, t h a t i s , as the number of g i r l s increases i n the 
sample, the o v e r a l l mean moves towards the mean of the g i r l s . 
The same argument applies to the boys where the movement of 
the mean w i l l be i n the other d i r e c t i o n . 
Therefore, the p r o p o r t i o n of boys and g i r l s i n each group 
must be the same to obviate a movement of mean i n one group 
not shown i n another under comparison. The same can be said 
of the medial . 
/go 
Appendix 0 
fo r Hypothesis 3 . 
Using the data i n the frequency distributions of Appendix M, 
the samples were matched so that equal proportions of boys and 
g i r l s were present i n the grammar and modern school samples i n 
each year group'. Where i t was necessary to remove a small number 
of boys or g i r l s , this was done i n a random manner with the 
original data. The data was then grouped as shown below and 2 x 2 
tables constructed to compare those above and below the median i n 
the two samples for each year group'. 
Frequency distributions fo r Years 1 to 4 for grammar and 
modern school pupils a f te r adjustments to balance the sex 
proportions . 
Attitude 
Score 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
Grammar 1Mode rn Grammar Modern Grammar 1 Modern Grammar Modern 
i .o - i .4 2 5 4 
1.5 - 1.9 3 . 1 1 
2 . 0 - 2 14 3 1 13 1 1 14 3 5 
2:5 - 2.r9 19 12 23 I 13 25 10 11 10 
3 ;o - 3 .4 30 12 29 1 17 25 15 25 12 
3:5 - 3.9 15 13 8 1 15 10 14 6 16 
K'O -4.4 10 8 15 1 8 16 13 11 15 
+ 3 - 4.9 3 9 5 5 5 13 7 14 
5.0 - 5.4 3 3 3 Q 2 10 3 6 
5.'5 - 5.'9 7 6 , 7 2 6 8 0 
y 6 ;o - 6 % 0 5 2 1 13 4 - 7 3 3 
s:5 - 6:9 0 9 2 1 9 14 5 6 
7:0-7 .4 1 7 1 , 6 2 4 5 6 
7.5-7 .'9 1 4 0 5 4 0 
3 :o - 8 :4 1 1 1 1 1 
3 :s - 8 :Q 1 
E 
90 - 88 ' 112 ' 103 112 116 98 1 98 
2 x 2 tables to compare sex-proportion. - matched samples 
above and below the median between the grammar and modern 
school samples . 
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 
"~\Score Above 
Median 
Below 
I'fedian £ ~^£>core Group~\ Above Median Below Median E 
Grammar 58 32 90 Grammar 73 39 112 
Modern 31 57 88 Modern 37 71 103 2 89 89 178 S 110 110 220 . 
19! 
YEAR 1 
Median - 3.7 
PC?- 1^.0 1 d . f . 
p 0 .0005 (1-tailed) 
YEAR 2 
Median - j, 
X:= 20 5 l d . f . 
p < 0.0005 (1-tailed) 
TEAR 3 YEAR 4 
Score 
GrouD 
Above 
Median 
Below 
Median 2 Score iroup Above Median Below Median E 
Grammar 77 35 112 Grammar 56 42 98 
Modern 37 79 116 Modern 42 56 98 2 114 114 22£ S 98 98 ^96 
Median = 3 J8 
X = 29.'0 1 d . f . 
p < 0 .0005 (1-tailed) 
Median^ 411(5) 
X 1 = 3 & 1 d . f . 
p < 0.05 (1-tailed) 
was evaluated for each table and i t s associated probability p 
found for such a %• to occur by chance alone . Since i t i s predicted 
that the grammar school sample i s more favourable i n attitude than 
the other sample, the test i s one-tailed.' On this basis i t i s seen 
that the grammar school sample i s more favourable to science at a l l 
the ages considered and especially th i s ] i s true of the Years 1 to 3 . 
Appendix P. 
for Hypothesis 4 . 
I n comparing the elder pupils withihe younger for any 
difference i n attitude to science, the samples were again 
matched fo r sex-proportions, as i n Appendix M. Years 1 and 2 
were the younger group and Years 3 and 4 were the elder 1 
Frequency distributions of attitude scores, matched 
fo r proportions of boys and g i r l s , for Years 1 and 2 
and Years 3 and 4 . 
Score Years 1 & 2 Years 3 & 4 
1 . 0 - 1 . 4 2 9 
11'5 - l."9 3 2 
2.'0 - 2.4 18 22 
2.'5 - 2:9 67 56 
3 :o - 3 88 77 
3.5 - 3:9 51 46 
4 .'0 - 4.4 41 55 
4:5 - 4:9 22 39 
5 . 0 - 5 ft 18 21 
5.5 - 5.9 26 25 
6:0 - 6.4 20 17 
6:5-6 ."9 20 25 
7 :o - 7 ft 15 17 
7:5-719 5 9 
8 .0 - 8 .4 2 3 
8 - 8 :g 0 1 
n 398 424 
The median attitude score for a l l the 822 subjects was 3.846 
Above 
Median 
Below 
Median 2 
Years 
1 & 2 213 185 398 
Years 
3 & 4 198 226 424 
E 411 411 822 
2 x 2 table of above and below median attitude scores at 
the age groupsfrom the frequency distributions above . 
X ? = 3.507^ 1 d. f . p <0 .05 for a 1-tailed t e s t . 
Therefore, Years 1 and 2 are more favourable i n attitude to science 
than Years 3 and 4 
Appendix Q 
for hypothesis 5-
The rsults of the Nuffield/conventional comparison v; re 
treated as i n Appendix P: The samples were matched, the median 
found and a 2 x 2 table drawn up to compare those above and 
beloitf the median i n the two groups . 
Frequency distributions of attitude scores fo r the 
Nuffield/conventional comparison.(Physics questionnaire) 
Matched fo r proportions of boys and g i r l s . 
Score Conventional Nuff ield 
1 . 0 - 1:4 
1.5 - i : 9 
2. 0 - 2 .4 7 2 
2 3 - 2:9 21 20 
3:0 - 3.4 24 15 
3:5 - 3:9 19 15 
4 ;o - 4 .4 7 9 
415 - 4 .'9 5 6 
5'.0 - 5.4 3 7 
5.5 - 5.9 12 15 
6:0 - g.4 8 15 -
6.5 - 6.9 6 5 
7 :o - 7.4 5 5 
7.5 - 7 .'9 0 1 
8 . 0 - 8.4 0 0 
8.5 - 8:9 0 0 
9:0 - 9.4 0 2 
9:5 - 9 :'9 0 0 
2 117 117 
Each group had 81 boys and 36 g i r l s and the overall median 
attitude score fo r the 234 subjects was 3.91. 
"""" -Score Above 
Median 
Below 
Median s 
Conventional 
Physics 68 49 117 
Nuffield 
Physics 49 68 117 
z 117 117 234 
2 x 2 table of above and below median attitude scores 
for the two physics courses from the frequency di stributions 
above .! 
? £ = 5.547 1 d . f . p< 0.02 (two-tailed) 
or p-^ 0.01 (one-tailed) 
These results indicate, at the least, that no difference exists 
between the two groups i n attitude to physics : 
Appendix R. 
The c o r r e l a t i o n between a t t i t u d e score to science and 
examination attainment. 
The a t t i t u d e scores and examination percentages of the 
p u p i l s of forms 3b, 3c, and 3d of the grammar school sample 
were taken f o r comparison. These forms are streamed according 
to a b i l i t y from 3b, the more able, to 3d, the less able, and 
were taught by one teacher f o r physics and another f o r 
chemistry. Since 3a was taught by a d i f f e r e n t teacher, t h e i r 
r e s u l t s were not included. The data are set out i n c o r r e l a t i o n 
t a b l e s , one f o r each form and an o v e r a l l t a b l e . Each c e l l 
represents the number of p u p i l s w i t h a given a t t i t u d e score 
and the examination percentage they obtained. The examination 
percentage was found from an average of the physics and 
chemistry marks of the end-of-term examinations. Note t h a t ^ 
i n the t a b l e s , the a t t i t u d e - s c o r e order has been reversed. 
Low a t t i t u d e score corresponds w i t h high f a v o u r a b i l i t y t o 
science while high examination score i s high attainment. 
The r e s u l t s were t r e a t e d i n a s i m i l a r way to those of 
Appendix K and the Spearman rank c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t 
found, along w i t h i t s s t a t i s t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e . 
C o r r e l a t i o n t a b l e of A t t i t u d e score against 
Examination Score f o r 3b. 
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From which the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were found; 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 2.24 31 d.f. (p 0.025 o n e - t a i l e d ? ) 
and t h i s was accepted as i n d i c a t i n g t h a t there e x i s t s a 
p o s i t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n between a t t i t u d e t o science and 
attainment as defined here, f o r t h i s s ample. 
N*-N 
12 
9< 
C o r r e l a t i o n table of A t t i t u d e score against 
Examination Score f o r 3c. 
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From which the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were found; 
2Jcta = /779 
s 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 2.06 25 d.f. (p<0« 0 2 5 o n e - t a i l e d ) , 
and t h i s was accepted as i n d i c a t i n g t h a t there e x i s t a 
p o s i t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n between a t t i t u d e score and attainment 
as defined here, f o r t h i s sample. 
C o r r e l a t i o n t a b l e of A t t i t u d e score against 
Examination Score f o r 3d. 
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From which the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were found; 
r s = o-n-o 
S i g n i f i c a n c e : t = 2.42 23 d.f. (p 0.025 o n e - t a i l e d ) , 
and t h i s was accepted as i n d i c a t i n g t h a t there ex§&ts a 
p o s i t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n between a t t i t u d e to science and attainment 
as defined here, f o r t h i s sample. 
C o r r e l a t i o n t a b l e of A t t i t u d e score against Examination 
Score f o r 3b, 3c, and 3d combined to demonstrate 
masking of the c o r r e l a t i o n by a b i l i t y . 
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The three forms were taught by the same teacher and given 
the same examinations and marked by t h a t teacher. The 
c o r r e l a t i o n i s seen to be reduced. 
The f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were obtained; 
A/*-N « 
*Ty 0-3 (rounded up) 
Si g n i f i c a n c e : t = 2.9 83 d.f. (p 0.005 one-tailed) 
So t h i s reduced c o r r e l a t i o n remained very s i g n i f i c a n t . 
Appendix S 
Summary of an experiment t o t e s t r e a c t i o n time i n the 
menstrual cycle. 
The hypothesis being tested was t h a t the r e a c t i o n time was 
longer over the time of menstruation as compared w i t h the 
n u l l hypothesis t h a t there was no d i f f e r e n c e i n r e a c t i o n 
time throughout the cycle. 
A twenty-year o l d g i r l was tested over 115 days ©n 
a l t e r n a t e days. Here^ r e a c t i o n time to a f l a s h i n g l i g h t was 
found. The apparatus was an e l e c t r o n i c , d i g i t a l counter behind 
a screen. A l i g h t , v i s i b l e to the g i r l was i n f r o n t of the 
screen. When the experimenter pressed a switch, the l i g h t 
came on and the counter s t a r t e d . The subject held a switch 
which she pressed as soon as the l i g h t came on. This stopped 
the counter. The d i f f e r e n c e i n time between the appearance of 
the l i g h t and the pressing of the subject's switch was noted. 
This was the r e a c t i o n time. At each session, the process was 
repeated f o r t y times, more producing boredom and f a t i g u e . An 
r 
a i t h m e t i c mean r e a c t i o n time f o r each occasion was found. A 
A 
median t e s t was ap p l i e d t o the r e s u l t s . 
A 2x2 t a b l e of r e a c t i o n time and menstrual cycle. The f i r s t and 
l a s t quarters are the quarters immediately a f t e r and before 
menstruation r e s p e c t i v e l y . The second and t h i r d quarters are 
those covering the mid-cycle. 
Reaction Time 
Above Median Below Median £ 
1st & l a s t quarters 20 9 29 
2nd & 3rd quarters 9 20 29 
Y 29 ( 29 58 
f o r w h i c h ^ = 6.9 w i t h 1 d.f. p<0.005 ( o n e - t a i l e d ) 
So i t was concluded t h a t , f o r t h i s g i r l , the r e a c t i o n 
time i n mid-cycle was f a s t e r than over and j u s t before 
menstruation. The range of time was 0.20s to 0.26s. Tests 
on a male f a i l e d to produce such a p a t t e r n , smaller v a r i a t i o n s 
o c c u r r i n g a t random. 
This provides an i n t e r e s t i n g basis f o r wider teets. 
Appendix T 
Duckworth and E n t w i s t l e ' s o r i g i n a l r e p e r t o r y t e s t had 18 
items. These items were statements which could be applied t o 
any subject, known as constructs. Each construct and i t s 
opposite were found by i n t e r v i e w w i t h s i x t h formers and made 
i n t o the g r i d below. For each subject, a p u p i l then decided 
which comment, A or B, applied best to t h a t subject. Undecided 
answers were discouraged. Scoring favourable comments w i t h +1 
and unfavourable w i t h -1 ( r a r e undecided as 0) allows a matrix 
to be b u i l t up f o r each subject. Factor a n a l y s i s was a p p l i e d 
and i d e n t i f i e d f a c t o r s of i n t e r e s t , d i f f i c u l t y and freedom 
(i m a g i n a t i o n ) . The r e l i a b i l i t y (by t e s t - r e t e s t ) was about 0.5-
This t e s t was applied t o 2B p u p i l s i n the B stream of a 
4 F.E. grammar school f o r the subjects shown at the top of the 
g r i d . Afterwards, these p u p i l s were asked t o decide which 
statements were favourable and which were unfavourable. For 
the m a j o r i t y of the comments, the agreement was very good but 
construct 8 was found to be ambiguous i n t h i s respect so i t was 
omitted from the a n a l y s i s . The g r i d was scored as above and the 
t o t a l f o r each subject found. This s i m p l i f i e d method gives a 
rough idea of the p u p i l ' s a t t i t u d e t o each subject since l a r g e 
p o s i t i v e scores i n d i c a t e a favourable a t t i t u d e and l a r g e 
negative scores i n d i c a t e an .unfavourable a t t i t u d e . Low scores of 
e i t h e r sign i n d i c a t e n e u t r a l i t y , the range being from -17 to +17. 
The r e s u l t s v/ere grouped as f o l l o w s ; f o r boys and g i r l s 
separately, the t o t a l s f o r maths, physics and chemistry were 
added and the t o t a l s f o r the two f o r e i g n languages and English 
were added. Again a high p o s i t i v e score would i n d i c a t e f a v o u r a b i l i t y 
to science or the a r t e while l a r g e negative scores would i n d i c a t e 
the opposite. Note t h a t the sample contained 12 boys and 16 g i r l s 
so the range f o r the boys i s from -612 to + 612 while f o r the 
g i r l s i t i s from -816 to +816. 
Table of scores f o r sciences and a r t s f o r boys and g i r l s . 
sciences a r t s sciences a r t s 
Boys 
G i r l s 
239 
-112 
13 
98 OR 
6.6 
-2.3 
O.36 
2.1 
Boys 
G i r l s 
c >n the -17 t o +17 scale 
These f i g u r e s show t h a t , i n a forced choice s i t u a t i o n , 
the sample gave signs of a sex-difference w i t h the boys 
favo u r i n g science and the g i r l s not doing so. 
The disadvantages of the g r i d are t h a t i t assumes t h a t 
a l l the constructs have f u n c t i o n a l communicability and 
communicability a t a l l l e v e l s of age and a b i l i t y . I t also 
assumes t h a t the r e l e v a n t personal constructs are accessible 
and are e l i c i t e d by the constructs i n the t e s t . Problems of 
exaggeration and masking have already been mentioned. 
The Thurstone t e s t overcomes some of these difficult!® 
by a l l o w i n g a choice of statements of approximately the same 
value on the ordinate scale. 
REPERTORY GRID 
comment A Subjects comment B 
? 
<r 
ST 
SB 
5 5 1 m fie 
1. Rather d u l l & monotonous. Can be e x c i t i n g . 
2. Helps to s a t i s f y my curiO' 
s i t y about l i f e . 
Does not r e a l l y s a t i s f y 
my c u r i o s i t y 
3. tfy own ideas can be used. Not much need f o r my 
own ideas. 
0o3 
k. Most p u p i l s can do i t 
q u i t e w e l l . 
6 
Few seem t o be able t o do 
i t w e l l . 
5. Doesn't r e q u i r e too 
much hard work. 
Needs r e a l l y hard work. 
6. Rather narrow and 
s p e c i a l i s e d . 
Of f a i r l y general i n t e r e s t . 
7. A l o t of l e a r n i n g by-
hearty 
Learning by heart not r e a l l y 
important. 
8. Needs q u i t e a l o t of 
imagination. 
Imagination seldom 
re q u i r e d . 
9. Tends to be d i f f i c u l t . F a i r l y easy. 
10. Knowledge u s e f u l i n 
everyday l i f e . 
Knowledge not much use i n 
everyday l i f e . 
11. Requires wide reading 
outside lessons. 
Schoolbooks and lessons 
enough. 
12. Usually i n t e r e s t s me. Often bores me. 
13. Important f o r s o l v i n g 
world problems. 
Not p a r t i c u l a r l y important f o r 
s o l v i n g world problems. 
14. Gives opportunity to 
t h i n k out f o r myself. 
Too much of other people's 
knowledge. 
15• Tends t o be complicated Generally s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d . 
16. I enjoy i t more than 
I used t o . 
Ify l i k i n g f o r i t has 
decreased. 
17- Knowledge of i t helps 
people to understand one 
another. 
Knowledge of i t doesn't seem 
to help i n understanding. 
18. Facts and ideas hard 
to grasp. 
Facts and ideas not r e a l l y 
d i f f i c u l t . 
Table showing the -proportion endorsing comment A as favourable 
or unfavourable 
Comment No. Favour. Unfavour. Comment No. Favour. Unfavour. 
1 0.00 1.00 10 0.93 0.07 
2 0.93 0.07 11 0.04 0.96 
3 O.89 0.11 12 1.00 0.00 
k 0 .93 0.07 13 0.86 0 .14 
5 0,7k 0.26 14 0.89 0.11 
6 0.07 0.93 15 0.07 0.93 
.7 0.19 0.81 16 1.00 0.00 
8 0 .64 0.36 17 0.89 0.11 
9 0.0k O.96 18 0.07 0.93 
